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2Foreword
This ,,|987 onnuol report on the Joint Reseqrch centre  is the losl of those
covering the multionnuol progromme ,,|984-4987  ond highlights  the yeor's
scientific ond technicol ochievemenls.
4987 hos been o porticulorly difficult yeor chorocterized  by o scorcity of
meons ond by o pressing need for chonges. At the some time, lhe
monqgement  hos been heovily involved in initioting the modificotions
needed to fit the JRC to meet the chollenges of lhe 4990's in the
Community. Proposols  for such chonges  hove been presented by the
Commission to the Council of the Europeon  Communities;  they hod been
discussed  bv the JRC Boord of Governors. lt is foreseen  thot enhonced
responsibility will be delegoted to the scene of scientific oclion, more
precisely,  to lhe new scientific instituies,  ond thqt more power will be
given to the Boord of Governors of the JRC; furthermore, bureoucrotic
odministrolive burdens will be shed where possible.
It is intended to refresh the scientific spirii by meosures to inlroduce o
higher proportion of young reseorchers,  mode possible  by on eorly
retirement  scheme. Mobility omong scienlists will be increosed by
opening new ovenues  for moking ovqiloble reseorch gronts ond for
encouroging visiting scientists, together with new recruitment schemes.
Scientific viloliiy will be enhonced through explorotory reseorch ond o
more down to eorth opprooch will be insured by ougmenting  work for
third porties.
The Boord of Governors  is fully owqre of lhese chollenging tosks, The
Boord is confident thot with eornest porticipqtion by stoff ond
monogement,  the difficulties of the post will be overcome, ond thot the
JRC will enjoy o bright scientific fulure in the service of lhe Community'
JtU,"- K^u^f
Sir John Kendrew
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obbreviotionsINTRODUCTION
',|987 wos q wolershed yeor for the JRC. lt wos the lost yeor of the JRC's mul-
tionnuql progromme Ior 1984 - 1987; ond o yeor in which much lhoughl wos
given to the Centre's fulure. In October '1987 the Commission published "A
New Outlook for the Joint Reseorch Cenlre" ('l) which proposed rodicol
chonges 1o be mode to lhe JRC's operotion, monogement ond melhods of
finoncing.
One of the key chonges under considerotion is the opening up of the JRC's
work lo the outside world. Under the new proposols lhe Centre would remoin
on integrol port of the Communily  R&D strotegy ond in this copocily mointoin
its institutionol role of scientific ond technicol support for the implementotion
of Community policies, But it is equolly cleor thol to ploy o slronger  role in
the overoll Europeon R&D system, the JRC must begin to work for olher clients.
This implies thot lhe JRC will be encouroged  to ploce its speciolised, neutrol
ond independent scienlif ic potentiol  ot the disposol of nolionol orgonisotions
or industries in the Member Stoles bv meons of reseorch controcls, service
work, cooperotive  projecis, industriol clubs ond so on. Explorolory reseorch
will olso be encouroged  in order lo promote the pursuil of scientific excellence
in o world of continuous  scientific ond lechnicol chonge,
The ideqs conloined in the Commission's  proposols were influenced not only
bv the resulls of o substontiol  evoluqlion  of lhe JRC progromme  performed
eorly in ',|986. but olso by lhe findings  of o Ponel of Senior Industriolisis  who
were osked by the Commission lo odvise on ihe future mission of the JRC, These
proposols hove olreody been considered  by the Council of Ministers, the Euro-
peon Porlioment,  the Economic  ond Sociol Committee, the Eurotom Scien-
tific ond Technicol committee,  ond the Committee on Scientific ond Technicol
Reseorch (CREST). A finol decision on lhe future of the JRC will be loken by
the Council of Ministers during '1988.
Cleorly the most for-reoching chonges  to the JRC hove yet to toke ploce, but
,,|987 sow the introduction of o number of modificotions in its scientific ond
technicol  work thot should help to pove the woy for the mojor reforms by in-
creosing the JRC's oppeol to potentiol  new clients. These modificolions  in-
cluded o strengthening  of the High Temperoture  Moteriols  Progromme with
o new project on odvonced  moteriols ond structures.  The Europeon Porlio-
ment olso ollocoted on odditionol 2 million  ECU to the JRC in order to pro-
mote reseorch into industriol technologies. These funds were used to instoll
o new Surfoce Engineering  Loborotory of lspro.
Following  the Chernobyl occident, o new project on Rodiotion Evoluotion ond
Monitoring  wos lounched within the JRC's Environmenlol Proteclion Pro-
gromme, The progromme for the Applicotion  of Remole  Sensing Techniques
wos olso slepped up in ',|987, to toke occount of the lotest developments.  This
work should fovour the growth of commerciol volue-odded services in the op-
plicotion of doto from spoce sotellites (Agriculture ond lond-use, ond morine
monitoring).
This reoort describes work corried out under the 4984-1987 multionnuol pro-
gromme, including detoils of the monogemeni  of resources,  progromme ex-
ecution, ond the results obloined, The following milestones ore poriiculorly
significont, ond should give the reoder  some ideo of the kind of scientific ond
technicol services which the JRC is olreody oble to provide, even before the
new chonges toke ploce.INTRODUCTION
Induslriql Technologies
lmorovement  of stondord neufron doto in the fission of 235U qnl 252Qf q5
reouested for lhe INCD/NEANDC Stondord File,
First lriol within lhe Interloborotory Meosurement Evoluotion  Progromme
(IMEP)to compore  lesf on blood serum os performed  by severol clinicol
loborolories.
Inslollotion of new equipmenl lo prepore stondordised somples of morine
fish, for use in heovy metol troce elements onolysis  (Support  to Community
Reference  Bureou).
Completion of lhe first phose of o study of the corrosion of silicon nitride
moteriols by corrosive  products of burning diesel fuel.
Construction ond opplicotion of o model for esloblishing  the boundories
of deformotion  mechonisms  in steel tubes subjecfed to multioxiol slress.
Formotion of on Interest Club, involving  ENEL (l), LABORELEC (B). CEGB (UK).
MPA (FRG) ond JRC lspro for the development of on expert system for sofe-
ty ossessment  of pressure components in non-nucleor power plonts.
Determinqtion of the thermodynomic  properties of high temperoture  super-
conductors (of type YBo2 Cu3 06.5 + x) so thot chorocterizolion  procedures
could be imoroved.
Nucleqr Fission
-  Conclusion of o reliobility benchmork exercise  on the Humon Foctor in Pro-
bobilisfic Sofety Anolysis. This exercise, coordinoted by the JRC, included
the porticipotion of severol Europeon  feoms ond of speciolists  from lhe No-
tionol Reseqrch Council in fhe US.
-  Integrotion  of results obloined through the Projecl for Inspection  of Steel
Componenfs  (PISC) in the octivities of codes ond stondords  orgonizolions,
os well os in the work of Inspeciion ond Licensing Authorilies.
-  Completion  ond test of o lronsportoble insirument  for non-destructive
onolysis of plutonium in olpho contominoted wosle.
-  Orgonizotion of the first troining course for IAEA ond Eurotom inspectors
in the Pre-Perlo focilify for lesting nucleor sofeguords.
-  Slqrt of the irrodiofion phose. in the PHENIX reoclor ot Morcoule (F), of on
experimenl fo convert long-lived "minor octinides" in nucleor wosle into
short-lived fission oroducts.
-  Development  of o new concept for sofeguords onolysis in reprocessing
plonts; this ollows the use of smoller somples,  down to the nonogrom  scole,
which focilitotes shipment.
-  Demonslrotion of oerosol ogglomerotion  by ocoustic woves; lhis opens up
new possibilities for monoging toxic or rqdiooctive oerosols.JRC ANNUAL  REPORT 1987
Environmentol Proleclion qnd Sqlellile Remofe Sensing
lmplementolion  of the Rodiooctivity Environment Monitoring (REM) doto
bonk. which collotes effects of the Chernobvl occident.
Publicolion of lhe finol version of lhe Europeon  Inventory of Commerciol
Chemicol  Substonces  (EINECS); this version is ovoiloble on-line, on the moin
lspro Computer,
Fully outomotic clossificqtion ond mopping of lond use for the whole
Deportment  of Ard6che (F) - 560.000 ho - using mono-temporol Londsot-
TM doto.
Non-Nucleqr Energy
-  Development of o new methodology for moniforing solor buildings.
Exploitolion of fhe High Flux Reqctor (HFRf Pellen
-  lncreose of the overoge  uiilizotion of the High Flux Reoctor to 84o/" of mox-
imum occupotion,  for customers in lhe Netherlonds,  Federol Republic of
Germony, the JRC progromme  ond others.
This list highlights only some of the most significonl ochievements.  lmportoni
work wos olso done in mony other projecis ond progrommes  during lhe yeor,
os reoorted  in detoil in Chooters 3 ond 4.
As in previous yeors, JRC work wos supported by severol in-house services
(workshops, hot cells, speciol loborotories,  informotics services, etc.). As it wos
the lost yeor of lhe opproved multionnuol progromme fhe Centre did not in
'l 987 moke significont new investments in these importonl services,
Much of the work wos conducted in close colloborotion  wilh numerous no-
tionol bodies, firms ond orgonizolions  from inside ond outside the Communi-
ty. lt is o pleosure lo ocknowledge  f his interest ond colloboroiion.  lt is lhrough
these mony joint qctivities thot the Commission  is insured of the proper tronsfer
of knowledge from the JRC to the brooder Community.  In Annex A fhis report
records other such tronsfers  from the JRC during the yeor such os publico-
tions, the orgonizotion  of lspro courses, the evoluotion of resulls ond porlicipo-
tion bv the JRC in exhibitions qnd foirs,
In summory ',|987 wos o dynomic yeor for the JRC. Much progress  wos mode
in line with esloblished plons; but it wos obove oll, the yeor where lhe mony
thoughts on the role of the loborolories crystollized into formol proposols ond
solid olons for the future of the Joint Reseorch Cenlre.l
l
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lExpendilures
committed fo the
Progromme in'1987
ond ihe Multiqnnuol
Progromme 1984-87.
The commifments for the execulion of the Progromme  (Common Progromme
ond Supplemenlory  Progromme for the High Flux Reoctor ot Petten) were fix-
ed by the Budgelory  Authority ot the level of 212,1 MioEcu, toking inlo oc-
count tronsfer ond sovings plon of previous yeors. The JRC moreover hod
ovoiloble commitment credits for the execution of support to olher Commis-
sion services, bringing the totol to 248,7 MioEcu.
Detoils obout '1987 commitments  for lhe execution of lhe vorious progrom-
mes (industriol fechnologies, thermonucleor fusion, nucleor fission, non-nucleor
energies ond environment) os well os for lhe execution  of the Supplementory
Progromme  (exploitotion of the HFR reoctor) ore given on iqble 4.
Table 1: Commitments  for programme  execution  '1987 (Rounded  figures, MioEcu)
!ndugtilal  tochnqlogies
Thermonuclear Fusion 
l
Nuclear Fission ' 
:
lfon*ucfear  fnug@s
fnviionmint
$ubtdaf
Exploitalion HFn Reaclor
Totll  i
Pqlonnel
17.3
10:3
cc.u
6:3,
?8.2
1no o
4.5
114.4
{lther Expenditutes
13,5
?.7
33.0
66.7
16,0
82.7
2.8
9.7
Total
30,8
18.0
88.8
s.1
29.9
176.6
20.5
197.1
Difference between ovoiloble credits ond expenditures  for the common ond
supplemeniory progrommes represenls  '15 MioEcus which ore neorly exclusive-
ly due to outslqnding personnel credils owoiting o decision  of the Europeon
Court of Justice on the multionnuol revision of the evoluotion  of the cost of
living,
An qccount con olso be drown of the effeclive expenditures over lhe four veor
period 4984 - 4987. The expendilure commitments estimoted necessory
originolly by the Council  decision  for the execution  of the four-yeor reseorch
Progromme 1984-4987 omounted to 700 MioEcu, divided into 398.8 MioEcu
for personnel expenditures  - this omounl lo be outomoticolly  reevoluoied  by
the Budgetory  Authority - ond 30',|.2 MioEcu for specific credits. the expen-
dilure of which wos to be referred to the Council. Following the implemento-
tion of o sovings plon, the Commission  undertook lo limit the four yeor increose
in expenditures  for specific credils to 25 MioEcu, The octuol figures ore os
shown in toble 2.
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Humon Resources
Table 2: Annual and total expenditures (rounded figure in Mioecu) 1984-1987 JRC Research  Proqramme
Sfoff
The JRC oufhorized  stoff omounts to 2260, including both fhe scienfific-
technicol cotegory ond the odministrotive  cofegory os illuslroted  in figure ',|.
Employees ore governed by fhe stoff regulofions  for employees  of the Euro-
peon Communities.  For mony yeors the JRC hos only recruited stoff os tem-
porory ogents under the conditions of the Stoff Regulotions; of presenf 53%
(54.4% in '1986) of the totol stoff ore temporory ogenls qnd 47 % ore officiols
in the scienfific-technicol ond odministrotive cotegories.
During the four yeors of the ',|984-'1987 progromme, 36'l ogents left the JRC.
During lhe some period 208 ogents hove been recruited os temporory ogents
ond 35 tronsferred  from other services of the Commission,
Visifing Scientisls ond Fellows
The JRC troins high-level  speciolists through o progromme  of fellowships, which
is qpplicoble  to three differenf coiegories  of condidqtes:
-  undergroduofe  students;
-  postgroduqte  students preporing  o mosfer's or o doctorol degree
-  post-doctorol fellows.
Fellows ore given o gronf losting from one to three yeors'
Toble 3 shows where these fellows worked in the vorious JRC estoblishments
during 4987.
Table 3: Fellows by place of work and by categories
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Besides this type of fellowship, the JRC hosts visiting scienlisls, mostly professors
on sobboiicol leove ond senior scientists; lhey ore oppointed for one yeor,
ln 1987,55 visiting scienlisls (lspro 40, Geel 9, Korlsruhe  5, Petten 'l) resided
in the JRC.
The visiting scientists ond fellows totol 255 individuols.
Figure  1: JRC stalf by places of work and by
cate00nes
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Figure  2: Beam line at the Van de Graaf
accelerator  serving  as intensity - and energy
variable  neutron  source
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This progromme comprises reseqrch  reloted lo Nucleor Meosurements ond
Reference Moteriols. implemenled ot the Geel Estoblishmenl; Moteriols ond
Structure, implemented  qt the lspro Esloblishment; ond High Temperolure
Moteriols,  implemenled  ql the Petten Estoblishmenl,
The Centrol Bureou for Nucleor Meosurements  (CBNM), estoblished by the
Eurotom Treolv ond locoted of Geel hos lhe importont mission of promoting
Europeon stondords ond lhe hormonizotion of reference  methodologies  ond
moteriols. The work must meet the high slondords required for lhe preporo-
lion of relioble reference  moteriols. The stondordised meosurements must be
loid out in o stepwise foshion so the finol resuli con be obtoined  with o highly
repeotoble degree of occurocy,
Nucleor meosurements
Nucleor meqsurements ore mostly done occording lo the needs expressed
by internotionol  orgonizotions  such os IAEA, NEA, BIPM; some ore performed
of lhe reouest of nolionol inslitulions.
q. Nucleor Dolq
Nucleor Doio for Slondords - Widths of lotol kinetic energy-ond  moss-
distributions in the fission of 235U os o function  of neulron energy, ond of lhe
resononces ond their quonlum numbers, hove been successfully  described
on lhe bosis of o three-exit chonnel fission model (H,ll Knitter et ol., Z. Notur-
forsch, 42o (1987)786; F.J. Hombsch, Disserlotion, D-47. Dormstodi  '1987),
Meosuremenls  of the spontoneous  fission sf 252Q1 show thot most of the fis-
sion neutrons ore emitted from fully occeleroled  frogments. A new volue wos
obtoined for the emission probobility of the 60 keV y-roy in tfts 2a1ffpn decoy.JRC ANNUAL  REPORT 1987
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Nucleor Doto for Fission Technology  - Meosurements previously reported for
4(the number of fission neutrons emitled per neutron obsorbed)  in 2351J qf
subthermol neulron energy were corrected  for multiple scottering. First fission
cross-section meosurements  were performed of lhe Very Cold Neulron Source
ol lhe Institute Loue-Longevin,  Grenoble, An experimenlol  method for lhe
determinolion  of efficiencies ond response functions of coplure detectors,
when opplied to neutron coplure meosurements, successfully  reproduced
the tronsmission  resulls of the 't .',|5 keV resononce  in s6Fe, ond resolved the
discreooncv  which initioted the NEANDC  Tosk Force,
Nucleor Dofo for Fusion - At the request of lhe EC Tosk Force on Fusion
Neulronics in support of the Next Europeon Torus (NET), meosuremenls were
mode of the double-differentiol  neutron emission  cross-seclions  of 7Li, ond
of the tritium production  cross-section for eBe. The resulls of these experi-
menls provide doto for lhe colculotion of neutron tronsport  in the blonket
of the fusion reoclor, which conloins lithium os lrilium breeder moteriol,
b. Nucleor Metrology
Rodionuclide  Melrology  - A melhod wos developed thot improves the ac-
curocy of peok onolysis in high resolution spectromelry of complex olpho
spectro (G Bortels et ol., Int, J. Appl. Rodiot,  lsot. 38A (4987) 831). An ionizo-
tion chomber wos mode operotionol on-line for octivily meosurements.  Geel
porticipoted  in on internotionol comporison of oclivity-concentrotion
meosurements  of o a25l 56lgfi6n (orgonized by BIPM),
Figure 3: Close up ol the Detection chamber  for
helium  induced by neutron bombardment  at the
Van de Graaf accelerator
Figure 4: Scattering  chamber  for Rutherford
Backscattering  experiments  at a beam line of the
3.7 MV Van de Graal accelerator.
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Figure 5: Mass  spectrometer  with supply-
electronics  and data acquisilion system
Figure  6: General view of the preparation  unil
synthetic  uranium isotope mixlures
IB
Melrology of Neulron Fluence ond Dose - Geel porticipoted in o comporison
orgonized by BIPM lo find oul whether the two-spherestechnique  con be us-
ed to meosure  neulron fluence of neulron energies of 2.5 ond 44'7 MeY'
Absorbed dose wos determined by ionomelric techniques in lhe course of
neutron irrodiotions  for the Rodiobiology Deporlment of SCK/CEN  Mol.
Reference Moteriols
Reference  moteriols ore prepqred occording lo estoblished needs: nucleor re-
ference moleriols for induslries,  sofety or sofeguords requirements, ond non-
nucleor reference moteriols in the frome of the Bureou Communoutoire de
Reference.  BCR IDG Xll Shored-Cost Action).
o. Nucleqr Reference Molerlols
Actinide Relerence  Moferiols  - Reference moteriols of uronium minerols ond
ores (EC-NRM  114'446) were prepored by sompling ond conditioning  ond
by testing onolyticol methods to produce stoble ond homogeneous
moteriols. A botch of 250 g of purified PuO2 is now in lhe process of
chorocterizotion (EC-NRM 2'10). The procedure for certifying reference
moteriols  with 233U/235U/238U (EC-NRM '199) wos verified. Certificotion  pro-
cedures for severol plutonium spike moteriols were developed  using lsotope
Dilution Moss Speclrometry (IDMS). Ten sets of PuO2 somples of different
isotopic composition for meosuring isotope obundonce  by y-roy spectromelry
were ordered by ond delivered to lqborolories  in Europe ond the USA,
The Regu lor Europeon  I nlerloborotory Meosurement  Evoluotion Progromme
(REIMEP)  reloted lo octinide meosurements thot wos initioted by Geel con-
tinued wilh increosing interest from oiher loborotories.
Reference  Moleriols for Reoclor  Neufron Dosimelry - The work on o series of
reference moteriols for neutron dosimetry  in reoctors proceeded os plonned.
Although the chorocterizolion  procedures ore still going on, seven of these
moteriols hove olreodv been mode ovoiloble  for sole. Nickel (EC-NRM 52'l)
qnl 2ssu oxide (EC-NRM 504) hove been submitted  to the EC Nucleor Cerli-
ficotion Group. ofler lhe drofi reports hod been opproved by the porlicipo-
ting loborotories ond the experts'working  group in '1986,
Somples ond Torgels for Nucleor Meosuremenfs - A totol oI 425 speciol, com-
merciolly unovoiloble  somples ond lorgets (thin deposits, foils, powder pellets
or melol sheets or wires, quonlilotive  olloys) were prepored,  chorqclerised
ond delivered to customers in nqtionol orgonizotions,  industries ond univer-
sities. The omount of octivity required for somple preporotion  depends not
only on the number of somples requested bul is lorgely determined  by the
specificotions demonded by the customers.
b. Non-nucleqr  Reference Moleriqls
Reference Moferiols for Biologicol Applicolions  - lsolope Dilution  Moss Spec-
trometry  wos used for the certificotion of boron trqces in rye gross, The some
method wos used to determine reference  volues for liihium in humon blood
serum. The chqrqcterized serum somples were submitted 1o o first In-
terloborotory  Meosurement Evoluotion  Progromme (IMEP) test in which six
clinicol loborotories porticipoted.JRC ANNUAL  REPORT 1987
Figure 7: Experimental  room for treatment of
reference  materials  prepared  in support to BCR
High Temperolule
Moleriqls (HTM)
Supporl  to lhe Community Reference  Bureou - Geel contributed,  in severol
woys to the shored-cost  oction progromme  of the Community  Reference
Bureou in DG Xll. In lotol, 1770 reterence moteriols, including 'l 80 non-ferrous
metols ond olloys. were sold ond shipped in 396 orders.  For onolyticol com-
porisons 92'l somples, 530 of lhem non-ferrous, were distributed to '123
loborofories, Slondordised  moteriol from morine  fish, to be cerlified for heovy
metol troce elemenls,  wos prepored, with new equipment oble to lreot quon-
tities of up to 200 kilogrommes of fresh fish. The freeze-drying  of fruil juice
concentrote  to produce similor reference moleriol wos tested.
The progromme oims to stimulote the development ond industriol utilizolion
of odvonced  moteriqls  for high temperoture  opplicolions in lhe Europeon
Community. The progromme resulls ore of o generic nolure, in order to benefit
o ronge of lechnologies  useful in severol industries  (outomotive, chemicol,
power, etc). The progromme  includes five projecls : Steels ond Alloys, Sub-
Componenfs, Engineering Ceromics, HTM Dotobonk  ond HTM Informotion
Cenfre.
Steels ond Alloys
Conditions were identified, under which high femperoture steels in cool con-
version systems, with metol temperotures  of 600-800"C, form oxide scoles. This
permiis the meosurement  of q sleel's resistonce to corrosion by sulphidising
species in goseous environmenls. Techniques were developed to opply con-
densotes ond/or deposits of specific morphologicol  types to steel, for subse-
quent sfudies of corrosion, The experience goined in conducling  these
progrqmmes  hos been opplied to industriol foilure onolysis ond lhe improve-
ment of mqteriols.
l9INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGIES
The corrosion of severol cootings,  of Fe-Cr-Al{ype  composilion,  opplied  to dif-
ferenl high-temperoture  steels, wqs ossessed in complex goseous en-
vironments with ond without superimposed mechonicol slress.
It wos shown thot internol corburisotion of moteriol undergoing creep in the
low-oxygen  otmosphere of cool-conversion  systems is criticol.  Results show thot
creep rqtes ore nol worsened  by the formotion  of internol corbides, os much
os is lhe cose for stress rupture strength ond ductility. The creep behoviour
of on odvonced oxide dispersion-strengthened  super-olloy hos been
chorocterized ot high lemperolure (to ,,|050'C) os port of on integroted inter-
notionol progromme.
The low-cycle  fotigue behoviour of on odvonced olloy wos determined,  in-
cluding crock iniliotion,  micro-crock ond mocro-crock growth. ldenlificotion
of lhe oclive mechonisms for deformotion ond environmentol otfock mode
it possible  to express mqthemqticolly the behoviour. Pre-normotive investigo-
tions hove been mode, with industriol bocking, in the oreos of creep crock
growth, techniques  for lesting low-cycle fotigue ond lhermo-mechonicol
fotigue.
Figure  8: High temperature  creep testing 0l heat
resisting steels
Figure  9: View of an induction heated
in a low cycle fatigue  test rig
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Figure 10: Corrosion testing in simulated
industrial environmenls
Alloys sub-comPonenfs
A recent model for predicting the creep behoviour of tubes under multioxiol
slress wos employed in o series of complex experimenls'Ilgte  demonstroted
thot the mechonism  controlling rupture in tubes of Alloy 800 under multioxiol
slress is ditferent for low stress (long life) ond high stress (short term) conditions'
The locotion  of this differenceln  terms of operoting porometers (temperoture,
stress, environment)  is cruciol to lhe prediction  of component  lifetime in service'
Continuing work with mojor Germon ond British engineering componies' os
port of th; BRITE shored cost progromme,  is oimed ot developing methods
ior predicting the behoviour of on odvonced stoinless steel, ond o low-olloy
ferritic steel, under simuloted plont operoting  conditions combining  creep ond
fotigue. In colloborotion with o mojor Dutch pelrochemicol monufocturer'  fer-
riticlubes hove been subjected to hydrogen ol pressures up to 200 bor ond
temperotures up io 650.C to evoluoie  conditions leoding to hydrogen em-
brittlemeni in chemicol reoclors.
New lesting techniques hove been developed  for conlinuous  meosuremenT
of circumfereniiol  stroin, ond for meosuring  the growth of crocks in lubes
undergoing  creep.
Engineering ceromics
Studies of the influence  of processing porometers  on lhe microstructures  ond
properties of silicon nitride hove shown fhot:
.  opiimizing powder  chorocteristics  leods to o significont  goin in the
mechonicol strength of slip cosf moleriol'
.  corbon, often q contominont  in industriol processing;  con influence  the
sintering etficiency ond mechonicol behoviour of sintered ceromics.
corrosion rigs for meosuring long-term chonges in mossond for.sludying cor-
rosion kinetics under oggreisive industriol environments,  (primorily o combino-
tion of sulphidizing did oxidizing goses), hove been deve.loped ond
commissioned. Experimenls were focused on the degrodotion of silicon nitride
in environments  simuloting diesel combustion goses of lemperotures up to
,1400.c.
Silicon corbide moteriols from ihree different  methods of fobricoiion  ore now
Oeing testeO in similor environments,  Eorly results show thot silicon corbide
hos superior corrosion resislonce lo silicon nitride under oxidizing conditions,
The influence of oxidizing  environments on lifetime ond creep behoviour of
hol pressed silicon nitride-hos been invesligoted ottemperotures  upto 'l500oC'
Creep testing in lhe tensile mode is costly ond technicolly difficult' Testing in
the.flexurol mode is more otlroctive, but results in non-lineor stress conditions'
wnicn moXes stondqrdized testing more difficult, A focility for tensile tesiing
up to 4500oc hos been commissioned  to correlote creep behoviour in flex-
urol ond tensile,stress modes,A crock growih meosurement fociliiy hos been
set up which will permit direct meosurement  of the crock growth process ol
temperotures  up io 4500"C. This will be used to further study the environmen-
tol influences on the growth process'
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Mqteriqls qnd Slruclures
High temperoture moteriols  (HTM) doto bonks
The scope of the HTM Dotobonk hos been extended from o single olloy iype
(Alloy 800) to toke into occount o number of the more importont steels used
in power engineering. The doto originotes  from coST ond BRITE projects, At-
lention hos been focused on lifetime prediction, ond methods  for extropoloiing
compuleroided  ossessments of component service behoviour,  to behoviour
under stress of high temperoture.
The option of extending the dolo bonk to ceromic moteriols hos been in-
vestigoted,
The dolq hondbook on Alloy 800, contoining 200 doto sheets. hos been
published  ond circuloted to contributors in more thon 50 industriol ond
reseorch orgonisotions.  Doto originoting from cosT sources were restricted
to outhorized porticiponts.
Conlributions were olso mode to inlernotionol  stondordizolion qctivities in the
fromework of VAMAS, ASTM ond CODATA
High Temperofure Inlormofion  Centre
The cenlre hos concentroted on preporing for the lggg-lgg4 progromme  pro-
jects which reflect this emphosis, including workshops. studies ond meetings
on prenormotive  ond technologicol  reseorch requirements to support needs
for high-temperolure  moteriqls in industrv,
The progromme wqs iniiioted of ihe lspro Estoblishment lote in the firsi holf
of 4987.lt is intended to perform preliminory  studies on odvonced moteriols
during the tronsition to the 1988-1994 JRC progromme. The progromme in-
cludes these subprojects  : structurol reliobility, mechonicol properiies of steel,
ossessment  of chorocterizotion  methods for odvonced  moteriols;  develop-
ment of physicol chorocterizotion  methods,
The Europeon Porlioment  ollocoted two million  ECU to the Joint Reseorch cen-
tre in order to promote reseqrch  useful to Europeon  industriol technology. These
funds were used to insloll o surfoce Engineering Loborotory ot lspro, This
loborotory will be o modern instollotion  forwork in inis fieto periormed in close
cooperolion with loborotories ond indusiries of the Member siores.
The feosibility of o Reoction  woll Unit hos been studied. This focitity, to be buitt ot lspro in the '1988-'1994  periods, would be used to study the non-tineor
response of lorge concrete ond steel structures,  qnd would permil the develop-
ment of building ond sofety codes.
Sfructurol Rel iobi lity
In this project, odvonced non-destructive  diognostic methods ond domoge
evoluotion procedures, os well qs codes for predicting the lifetime of com-
ponenls ore developed.  The work is o continuotion of eorlier work on the eor-
ly detection of foilures in nucleor vessels ond reoctor components,  performed
os port of the Reoctor sofety progromme .ln 49g7  , on efforl wos mode to odopt
these methodologies to other industriol  sectors ond to new moteriols.
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Figure 11: Pseudo-dynamic  testing of pre-
fabricated  building using a reaction  wall
The experimenlol methods investigoted ore ocoustic ond thermol emission,
loser hologrophy ond interferomelry.  The octivity hos ottrocled greot otten-
tion from the induslriql press. Progress mode in 4987 includes:
.  An Interest Club set up omong eleclric  utilities for the development of on
expert system oiming of the ossessment of ihe lifeiime of steomheoters sub-
jecl to creep domoge.
.  A BRITE project, prepored with seven componies  in four countries, which
is scheduled to stort in Jonuory  '1988. li will lost 3 yeors ond leod to the
development of on expert system for enhoncing the inspeclion  ond
mointenonce  of industriol  structures, usihg methods  bosed on reliobilily
OSSESSMENIS.
The possibility thof creep in components  moy be monitored  by meosuring fhe
1,.rrlting emission of heoi is, in principle, o very powerful method, not only
for metdllic but olso for non-metollic  moteriols. Recent results hove shown thot
meosuring  thermol emission  ollows o quolitotive  identificotion of different  levels
of domoge in differenf specimens,
Mechonicol ProPerties of Steel
During the lost yeors, new oustenitic stoinless sieels were developed in Europe,
in whlch the nickel is portly or totolly reploced by mongonese, ond porl of
the chromium is reploced by silicon or oluminum, This wos done in view of
potenfiol difficulties  in nickel ond chromium  supply, These steels should olso
present some odvonloges in comporison with convenfionol 48 Cr - ',|0 Ni
stoinless steels (AlSl 300 series). In porticulor, o better time-independent  [plostic)
mechonicol behoviour ond o better resistonce io corrosion in woter should
resull.
This project oims to study the deteriorotion of moleriols in structurol componenls
under stress, of high temperoture  in very criticol environments.
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Figure  12: SEIVI  backscattered  electron  lmaqe  ol
Vrckers  hardness  indentations  in an Fe - Cr -
Mn alloy; the light bands are 6 martensile
Figure  13: A bright field TEM image of planar
array of partial  dislocations  aller 1A%
deformation  at 373 K
ISl.
In '1987 octivity concentroted on the preliminory choroclerizotion  of these
oiloys,
.  The microstruclure of five lemperotures  of Fe-cr-Mn  ollovs wos chorocteris-
ed os received from the producer,  UNIREC of Fronce.
.  The weldobility ond welding properties ot one temperoture wos ossessed
using on eleclron beom procedure. The results showed o good weldobili-
ty of the olloy, due to mongonese,
.  corrosion understress  hos been tesied in soturoted Mgcl2 solution of the
boiling point (154"c). The mongonese  steel oppeorsto hove o behoviour
intermediote in between the iwo nickel bose olloys, Alsl 304 ond 3,,|6.
.  contocts hove been initioted with stoinless steel producers onq users rn
order to form on Interest Club for this closs of moteriols,
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Figure 14: Aligning the prototype  glancing angle
x-ray spectrometer  recently  construcled in the
Physics  Division at lspra for surface studies of
advanced  materials
Development  of Physicol Chorocferizotion Mefhods
In this project, odvonced chorocterizotion methods for surfoces,  subsurfoces
ond interfoces ore investigoled,  Corrosion processes  in metols ond ceromics
os well os the chorocteristics  of deposited loyers (e,9, for proteclive  purposes)
ore of the centre of these investigotions.  The oim is to develop o sel of meosur-
ing techniques  suitoble for o wide ronge of users, These techniques  will olso
help onolyse the results obtoined in lhe Surfoce Engineering  Loborotory  ot
lspro, In the some project, successful,  olbeit limited reseorch wos performed
on high{emperoture  ceromic superconduclors.  The oim of the reseorch  is to
help understond  lhe conditions for preporing,  ond lhe melhods needed 1o
chorocterise lhis importont new closs of moteriols.
4987
colloborotion  wos initioled with the Peilen Estoblishment  for sludies of cor-
rosion processes. Oxidotion of lhe surfoce  of stoinless steel wos investigoted
by gloncing ongle X-roy obsorption spectroscopy. The oim wos lo evoluote
this lechnique os o meons of corrosion  onolysis,
By firing X-roys ol o somple ot o gloncing ongle. the penetrotion of X-roys
into the surfoce is limited lo the top loyers (typicolly  50 Angstroms)  Using
o synchrotron  rodiotion source - in this cose the Doresbury Synchrotron
Rodiotion source. UK - on EXAFS (Extended  X-roy Absorption  Fine Slructure)
spectrum moy be token by meosuring reflected inlensily ot eoch
wovelength,  The spectrum obloined contoins only surfoce informotion.  This
speclrum  moy then be onolysed by comporing it with reference com-
oounds,
tn
a
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Figure  15: Scanning  Electron  l\4icrograph of a
sintered pellet of YBa, Cu, 07,x showing its
micrvstalline  struclure
Figure  16: A detail of the solid electrolyte  emf
apparalus  for work on small  amounts  o{
radioactive  material  or on non-active  samples
The problem with studying corrosion using this technique  is the deterioro-
tion of the surfoce  flolness coused by the corrosion, leoding to lower reflec-
tivity ond less surfoce sensitivity,  The oim of this study wos lo oscertoin
whether relevont informotion obout corrosion lovers could be obloined
despite this. For the experiments,  severol somples of stoinless  steel were
subjected to o voriety of corrosion treoimenls. The resulls indicoted thot
the tronsilion  from metollic phose to corrosion  compound could be observ-
ed; ond thot the chemicol noture of the corroded lover could be
delermined.
Close colloborolion  with reseorchers  from lhe University  of Strothclyde ond
Doresbury wos cruciol for lhe success of this work
.  An investigotion  wos initioled on high-Tc ceromic superconduciors of lhe
type(YBo2CU3)Oz. The oim of lhe reseorch is to identify  the thermodynomic
conditions of stobility in these compounds  (oxygen equilibrium  pressure,
entholpy ond eutropy of oxygen solution) in the ronge of oxygen contents
ot which the compound  shows superconducling  properties  (6 5 (  z ( 7),
ond in the temperoture  ronge in which lhe superconductor  is prepored
ond condilioned,
An electrochemicol  solid stole cell is used. Three second order lronsitions
which depend on oxygen content hove been identified  ond lenlotively in-
terpreted. These ore : 1) ot 600-700oC, o tetrogonol/olhorhombic  tronsi-
tion; 2) of 500-600"C, on occumulotion  of oxygen voconcies  in the Cu-O
bosol plone of the orthorhombic struclure; 3) qt T < 500'C, o further lron-
sition, possibly occurring  in the bosol plone, Two orticles on the subject hove
been submitted for publicotion (Noture, Phys.Rev. Letters) os well os o con-
tribution presenled  ot the Interloken (Switzerlond) High Temperoture Super-
conductors Symposium,
It is suggested thot the trqnsition  ot 500-600"C, responsible for ordering  the
oxygen sublotlice, is the reoson for the prolonged heoling in this
temperoture ronge thot is deemed necessory to obtoin o superconduc-
iinn  nnmnnr  rnr{ | 
'vvv, 
,v.
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Figure '17: A micrographic  section  of a divertor
plate  made up of copper  acting as a heat sink
with a tungsten/Rhenium alloy armour
produced  by plasma  spray coaling. The image
shows  the el{ects  of plasma disruption
Figure 18: An exploded  view of the electron beam
gun lacility (10 kW) used for simulating
disruption phenomena currently under study
as part of the Fusion  research  pr0gramme
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Surfoce Engineering Loborotory ot lspro
The orooerties  of the surfoces of most solid moleriols con be influenced by
energy beoms. As on exomple one moy choose lhe resistonce of o sleel sur-
foce to oxidotion.  In normol life one protecls steel by points. A similor but more
effeclive proleclion  con be obtoined by bombording  the surfoce with ions;
the protective loyer does not peel off os is the cose with points, Other proper-
ties. which con be improved ore the hordness, the weor resislonce ond lhe
friclion between  solid ports, Meihods of this type ore opplied lo different
iechnologicol  components,  such os beorings which hove 1o work in corrosive
environments,  dies for fiber drowing, humon joint replocemenl  com-
ponenTs,ono so on.
The opplicotion of energy beoms for the loiloring of specific surfoce proper-
ties of technologicol components is on exponding  field. At present, Europe
does not hove o focility which ollows lhe combined  opplicotion of different
techniques,  An enquiry conducted in moteriols reseorch loborotories  ond in
the induslriol press hos shown thol such o focility would receive o widespreod
interest,
The loborotory willthus offer, to interested industries, the possibility  of becom-
ing ocquointed with new techniques for surfoce  treqtments,  lt will offer the
execulion of prototype experiments ond put ol their disposol the know-how
of ils sloff , In the frome of lhe progromme on odvonced moleriols  it will ston-
dordize ond develop control methods for improved surfoces
In December 1987,ihe ion implontotion,  loser ond film deposition focilities
os well os o high lolerol resolulion AUGER microscope hove been ordered
(totol : 2 3 million ECU). The loborotory is expecled  to be fully operotionol ot
lhe end of '1988,
ZIReqclor Sludies
Figure  19: Engineering  studies of the fusion
reactor NET (Next European Torus) by means of
computer  aided  design
Figure  20: An example 0f a computer  aided
design  illustrating,  in this case, the vessel  of
the fusion reactor JET (Joint European Torus)
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This progromme is cenlered on "Fusion Technology ond Sofety" ond im-
plemented ot the lspro ond Petten Estoblishments,  The JRC is fully integroted
with the lechnologicol work corried oui by lhe Europeon Associoted
Loborotories  in the frome of the Europeon  Fusion Progromme 1985-1989.
The projecl lo design the NET reoctor  hos focused on identifuing whot is need-
ed lo produce vorious plosmo configurolions  inside lhe some bosic mochine.
The size ond geometry of the internol segmenls focing the plosmo hove been
estoblished ond lhe corresponding mointenonce procedures  hove been set-
up. Some tests on typicol components to be remolely  operoted hove been
corried oul.
Three-dimensionol,  thermo-mechonicol onolyses  of the NET first woll segments
during stondord operotion  hove been pursued, toking into occountthe  detoil-
ed geometry  of the cooling chonnels,  In porollel, the eleclro-mechonicol  ef-
fects of plosmo disruption  hove been evoluoted, The need of increosing  the
siiffness of the woll focing lhe plosmo wos recognized. A disploy system to
visuolize lhe behqviour of the first woll segments during this electromognetic
tronsient hos been developed.
A new concept of the internol  segments  including the divertor plotes hos been
proposed. lt consists of multiloyer  ponels covering the inboord  region of the
reoctor, with sloinless steel cooling chonnels  embedded in o copper molrix
protected by tungsten  or grophile liles on the side lowords lhe prosmo,
The design of the blonket. including  Pb-,l7Li os liquid breeder ond woter os
coolont,  hos been optimized in keeping with the lotest experimentol dolo,
ond hos been integroted  in the overoll reoctor configurotion.JRC ANNUAL  REPORT 4987
Breoding Blonket
Technology
Figure 21: A detail of the device for testing
tensile specimens  in Pb-171i under inert
atmosphere  or vacuum  conditions
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Figwe 22: A testing facility for thermal latigue
and life-time evaluation  of the NET first wall;
lnterior of the vacuum  chamber  showino the
heating  element
As in previous yeors, experimenlol work hos been concenlroted  on lhe liquid
breeder Pb-471i,
A first set of in-pile tritium extroction  exoerimenls  of HFR-Petten hos been cor-
ried out. The purpose of these irrodiotion experiments  is to meosure the on-
line tritium releose from Pb-'l7Li  copsules in differenl conditions. nomely stotic,
with helium sweeping ond bubbling.  The copsules ore enclosed in sloinless
steel. The irrodiqtions will continue through lhe first months of '1988.
A focility to study lhe desorplion of hydrogen from Pb-'171i hos been con-
sirucled ond puf in operotion, The breeder, fed in o soturolor with hydrogen
of different concentrotions. circulotes in o chemicol reqctor wilh o counter-
current  of helium. The hydrogen desorbed  by ihe helium streom  is continuously
monitored, During preliminory tests on unexpecled hydrogen permeolion  role
through lhe probe used for lhe meosuremenl of hydrogen pressure  wos found.
In order to understond this, the dependence  of reoction rotes on the hydrogen
concentrction  hos been invesligoied.
Corrosion tests in Pb-'l 7Li with stoinless sleel hove shown thot the presence of
oxygen increoses the depth of ferritic corrosion ond couses o deplelion of
cromium within this loyer, lt hos been shown lhol such on increose connot be
due to increosed nickel solubility coused  by the chonge in ccmposilion of
the olloy, ond thot cromium moy inlerocl with oxygen  1o form o ternory ox-
ide. In long durotion corrosion tests with o constont lood (390 MPo) ot 450oC,
no relevonl stress effects were found.
A focility for invesligoting the thermo-mechonicol  behoviour of first woll ponels
of NET under pulsed operotion hos been successfully used for colibrotion
meosurements ond for cleon-geomelry experiments (tubes). Two NET firsl woll
ponels, developed  ot lspro ond by the NET{eom ol Gorching,  ore being con-
slructed by Europeon componies ond will be tested  in the focility sloriing in-
the first oort of ',|988,
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Figure  23: Reactivity experiments  with the
Pb-171i  alloy; the Pb-171i  spray under pressure
(40 bars) at 800oC. The alloy shows a lower
reactivitv  than lithium
A comorehensive onolvsis hos been corried out of the tensile behoviour of
type-346  stqinless  steels irrodioted in the HFR Petten ond in the Ook Ridge HFIR
reoctors up lo o displocement  level of ',|0 dpo. The results were onolysed in
order to determine  the role of chemistry, neutron specfrum,  mechonicol ond
thermol history ond femperoture  in deformqlion behoviour.
Further inodiotion  experiments  of 3'16-sfoinless steels ond mongonese-cromium
(Mn-Cr) steels hove been performed of HFR-Petten up to displocement  levels
of 5 dpo ond in the lspro cyclotron. Foiigue crock-growth tesls on specimens
irrodioted with protons in the lspro cyclolron hove been exlended to lhe cose
of helium-porficle  implontotion, lt wos found thof light-ion irrqdiotion hos only
o slight influence on fotigue crock growth ot 500'C in 3'16-sfoinless steel,
Microstructurol  evolulion due to post oging helium-implonted  Mn-Cr steels wos
investigofed, ond intergronulor precipitolion wos observed.
The onolysis of neutron induced rodiooctivity in structurol qnd breeder
moteriols wos continued. With regord lo woste disposol,  o loble wos set-up
which gives for eoch elementthe moximum  toleroble  concentrolion  for shollow
lond buriol or for recycling, These studies ore olso relevont for reducing the
rodiooctive imooct of occidentol  releoses,
A model of the etfecfs of tritium releose wqs evoluqted with exoeriments con-
ducted by notionol loborotories.
The behoviour  of fhe in-vocuum structures of NET under the influence of decoy
heol in different foulf conditions of the cooling system hos been further in-
vesligoted, toking into occount rodiotion, conduction  ond noturol convec-
tion, As o resulf, il wos shown thotthe cooling circuils con be designed  to ollow
o cooling copocity by noturol convecfion sufficient to mointoin  the mochine
in on inherently sofe stofe, if o generolized  loss-of-flow  occidenl occurs.
Experiments simuloting plosmo disruption, using elecfron  beoms on ploin ond
helium implonted  metollic specimens,  reveoled lhol the moin phenomeno
offecting the behqviour of first woll moteriqls, ore fhe melting-resolidificotion
speed, crock formofion ond helium oggregolion  into bubbles.
Promising  results hove been obtoined in fobricoting metollic ond ceromic pro
tective cootings with high melting points, high porosity ond low thermol con-
ductivity.
Complementory informofion  on the effects of obnormol  heof loods on slruc-
turol components wos obtoined from experiments  in progress under colloboro-
tion with INEL-USA where the froctionol evoporotion of mongonese steel
components is ossessed  of different temperotures,
Experiments on the interoction  of cooling woler with Pb-l7Li, Li Pb ond Li hove
supplied new dotq on reqction  kinetics, melt-woler mixing ond conversion
of chemicol energy into mechonicol work. A lorge scole test focility hos been
completed ond scooping test shove olreody been performed. This focility
ollows breeder (Pb-'l7Li)-woter interocfion experiments in reolistic blonket con-
ditions.
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Trifium Lqborqfory Sfudies
The Europeon Tritium Hondling Experimentol  Loborotory  (ETHEL) in conslruc-
tion of lspro is intended to help oddress the sofety problems resulling from
the presence of lorge Tritium qmounts in fusion reoctors. The loborotory olreody
hqs ihe precise objective  of demonslroting the feosibility of minimising lhe
releose of rodiooctivity to the environment.
A turn-key controcl hos been signed with NNC (UK) ot the end of '1986 for o
lotol omount o'f 14.8 Mecu's, lt is structured  in four porls:
Stoge 'l: Detoiled Design ond Sofety Anolysis
Sloge 2: Civil Work, Infrostructures
Stoge 3: Associoted Loborotory Systems
Stoge 4: Remoining  Supplies ond Commissioning
Work reloted to stoge 'l hos been performed during ',|987 ond it will be com-
pleled by Spring ',|988, while conslruction of lhe Loborotory  will stort in Moy
'1988 ond be completed by 4990. For oll items included  in sfoges 2 qnd 3,
lhe mosl relevont ore
-  building.
-  heoling-ventilotion.
-  electricol supply,
-  lorge coisson,
-  gosous ond liquid wqste buffer/storoge tonks.
-  glove boxes,
NNC hos stipuloted sub-controcls  for executive  design,  construclion  ond moun-
ting in lloly, Fronce ond UK on the bosis of coll for lenders performed on o
Europeqn Community  countries  level. The cqll for tender procedures for oll
remoining items will be concluded os soon os stoge 4 will be releosed  (July
,re88).
Conlocts  with the ltolion licensing outhority hove olso progressed occording
to schedule.
In porqllel, lhe preporotion  of the first experiments to be corried-out in ETHEL
hos been pursued.  These concern oir delritiotion  systems, odvonced  methods
for lritium re-work, monogement  of tritioted wqstes ond meosurement  of the
oulgossing rote of tritium inlerocting with the first woll. Concerning the lost point,
o hydrogen/deuterium neutrol source wilh the oppropriote flux ond energy
porometers  is under construction. The first experimenls ore scheduled  for mid-
dle of '1988.
3lReqclor Sofety
Figure  24: The European Reliability  Data System
(ERDS)  collects  and processes  dilferent types ol
data from abnormal  occurrences  to lull or oartial
outages of nuclear  power plants in Europe
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One port of the reseorch  is performed directly  by the JRC lspro; the other port
of the progromme  is executed through Shqred Cost Actions (SCAs) cofinonc-
ed by the Commission ond notionol loborotories.  The SCAs, which storted in
',|985, were designed  lo be closely integroted wif h the JRC octivities; therefore
Shored Cosl Aciions hqve been lounched  in olmost oll the oreos described
below. Informotion  on conlrocfs begun in '1987 ore summorized  in toble 4.
Almost oll the SCA controcts ore still under wov ond will end in ',|988. Onlv some
of the PISC porometric  sludies ond o benchmork exercise on Probobilistic  Sofe-
ty Anolysis were finished  in ',|987 ond the finol reports ore being published.
Reliobilify ond Risk Evoluotion
This project is subdivided  into three moin oreos:
-  Europeon  Reliobility Doto System - ERDS.
-  Probqbilistic  Sofetv Assessment  models ond orocedures.
-  Mon-mochine interoction sludies
ln the oreo of ERDS, efforls were mode during 1987 lo consolidole  the struc-
lure of the doto bonks. storting wifh onolysis of their content. The following
ochievements moy be noted:
-  finolisotion  of the post events tronscoding of the AORS  - Abnormol Occur-
rences Reporting  Syslem.
-  exponsion  of the CEDB - Component Event Doto Bonk, Doto suppliers will
include Spoin, which hos decided to odopt the CEDB scheme  to collect
dolo in ils nucleor power plonts.
New doto treolment melhods hove been tested, with the oim of providing
o feedbock from the operoting experience of nucleor power plonts to the
nucleor induslrv.
In the oreo of Probobilislic Sofety Assessment  (PSA), the moin ochievement
hos been the Reliobiliiy Benchmork Exercise on Humon Foctors.  This exercise
involved  '12 teoms from lhe Europeon  Community, in qddiiion to Sweden,
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Table 4: Shared  Cost Actions engaged in 1987 (Reactor Safety)
RosoarGh  Aroa
.1 . Reliability and risk
evaluati0n
4. Study of abnormal
behaviour of LWR
5. Source  term
Source  term
Source  Term
6. LMFBR  accidenl
modelling
Activity
Event sequence reliability
benchmark exercise
Analysis of experimental data
on LWR L0CA and EEC
Preparalory studies of in-pile
tests on FP transport  in severe
accidents
Preparatory  studies ol in-pile
tests on FP transport in severe
accidents
Containment studies
ln-pile  tests on local
subassembly accidents  ( M0L-
-7C)
Participant$
Thirleen organizations From l,
UK, F, FRG, DK, B, NL
Seven  organizations from l,
NL, FRG, B, UK, F
Three organizations from FRG
an0 UK
Ten organizations from UK,
FRG, I, E, NL
Five organizations from UK,
DK, I, E
Two organizations from B and
FRG
Allocaled Budgel
(KECU)
427
243
210
645
Scientific  0biectivss
To compare diiferent aspects 01 PSA
methodologies  and contribute  to lheir
harmonization
Assessment 0f system codes utilized
and developed in Europe for analysis
of experimental data
Review  of FP and aerosol
instrumenlation  of relevance  to the
Phebus-FP  project
Review  of capability  of the Phebus-FP
lacility to simulate phenomena  and
parameters  typical lor severe accidents
in European  NPP's
Survey of analytical capability for
predicting  structural response  of NPP
conlainments to severe loading
Demonstration  that local cooling
disturbances will nol cause clad and
fuel melting  beyond the subassembly
c0ncerne0
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Finlond ond USA. lt wos done in two steps: the humon foctor in mointenonce
ond testing, ond during monogement of on incidentol  emergency.  Both hove
shown how methods used in humon reliobility onolysis lock completeness ond
occurocv when compored  to other onolyticol ospects of PSA, such os syslem
reliobility onolysis or common couse foilure.
Concerning foult-tree onolysis it is worth menlioning thot the computer code
SALP hos olso been mode ovoiloble  in o version for personolcompulers (SALP
- PC),
ln the oreo of mon-mochine  inleroction studies, the work on the system
Response Anolyser (SRA) hos continued focusing  on lhe further development
of the cognitive model of the operotor. The previously-developed Low Level
Decision Model is now superseded by o first version of the High Level Deci-
sion Model in which tosks such os delection, diognosis  ond plonning  hove
been modelled using vorious representotion schemes  of operotor  knowledge
ond different memory  recoll mechonisms ond heurislics, In the SRA contexl
on originol opprooch  to the quontitotive model of o system (steom generotor)
hos been developed
In porollel, fost simulotion models of lronsient behoviour of PWRs hove been
imolemented  ond the second version of the DYLAM  -2 code, which is lhe driver
in the SRA. hos been compleled.
As o complement to the SRA, multivoriole slochostic  dynomic models hove
been developed to support  the operotor in diognostic  decisions. The opplico-
lion of the model to o reoctor steom generotor confirmed the efficiency of
the melhod in represenling lineoror quosi-lineor behoviours,  ond in oiding
diognosis by the operolor using on-line slote indicotors'
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PISC (Project for lnspeclion of Sfeel Components).
'1987 wos the decisive yeor for the stort of the PISC lll project. Most of the
technicol deloils of its seven projects were defined, mock-ups were design-
ed, ond somples of slructures  contoining reol defects were gothered ond con-
ditioned ot JRC lsoro.
Round Robin Tests hove been prepored on four themes:
.  exercises on full scole pressure vessel components,
.  inspeclion of sofe-ends of differenl reoclor types,
.  inspection of primory pipe sections ond ossemblies,
.  tests of sleom generotor tubings,
Figure  25: Non-Destructive  Testing (NDT) 0f steel
components  using ultrasonic  techniques
Figure  26: Non-Destructive  Testing ol steel
components  using high energy  X-rays, carried
out as a part of a Round-Robin exercise  to
identify  flaws in reactor  structures
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Figure 27: Expertise  by destructive examination  0l
reactor  struclures for the full characterisation  ol
service induced  defects
Colls for porticipotion in these Round Robin Tests were sent oul in mid '1987
ond stotemenls of inlent to porticipote  were received ol lhe end of 'l 987 The
oresent siiuotion  is thot PISC lll will involve more thon 60 inspection  teoms in
Europe, USA ond JoPon,
During  ,,|987 the porometric  studies of PISC ll funded by Shored Cost Action
controcls were terminoted  os well os the screening phose concerning  the PISC
lll inspection exercise on centrifugolly cost oustenitic  steel welds of primory
circuits.
Results from porometric studies quontify  severol quolitotive results of the PISC
ll Round Robin Tests ond indicote  effeclive limitotions  in delecting conservotive
defects,  The test of cosl stoinless steel hos shown the extent of the problems
thot must be solved during lhe inspection of primory circuil pipes. Resulls were
oublished os o PISC/NRC report,
'1987 wos olso the yeor:
o of presentotion of PISC ll results ond PISC lll plons oi lorge conferences:  NDE
in Nucleor Industry (Orlondo USA), SMIRT 9 (Lousonne),  3rd Europeon  NDE
Conference  (London);
.  of implementotion of these results by Codes ond Stondords  bodies ond
by inspeclion ond licensing outhorities. ASME in porticulor hos gone from
the modificotion of Section Xl [ln Service Inspection)to Section V (overoll
NDT requirements).
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Figure  28: Vessel  nozzle corner inspection  using
He-Ne laser light techniques
LWR Primory Circuil Life Predicfion
The objective of the project is the developmenf  of o comprehensive
methodology (entoiling inspection  ond monitoring  techniques, structurol
onolysis. uncertointy modelling ond for onolyticol  tools for reliobility ossess-
ment)for the prediction of the residuol lifetime of primory circuit components,
To this end, theorelicql  octivities ore bocked by experimentotion including:
'l . fotigue testing on 4/S-scole  models of pressure vessels;
2. pressurized thermol shocks on nozzle corners ond sqfe-ends,
The moin outcomes  reloted to fofigue testing con be summorised os follows:
.  modelling: the prediction of residuol lifetime (cycles to foilure), produced
by the COVASTOL  code, wos in ogreement with experimentol evidence;
.  non destruclive  testing: doio from the periodic test were rother scottered;
befler informotion  wqs obioined by ocousfic emission  moniloring ond by
ullrosonic confinuous  moniloring of crificol oreos;
o frocture mechonics: lhe efficiency of the J-infegrol opprooch for ossess-
ing the sofety ond reliobility of pressure  vessels wos confirmed.
As fqr os the Pressurized Thermol Shock  (PTS) tests ore concerned. oll the
preliminory  onolyses hove been completed  ond the test rig is olmost reody.
During lhe coming test, ortificiol infettigence  lools will be used to conlrol the
experimentotion ond to otfer q reol time oid to decision during lhe course
of the experiment.
Figure  29:
tests 0n
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Computer controlled  test rig for fatigue
1/5 scale models of oressure  vesselsJRC ANNUAL  REPORT 4987
Figure  30: The LOB| experimental  facility  used  for
integral  tests on loss of coolant  accidenls in
Light Water Reactors
Abnormol Behoviour of LWR Cooling Systems
The objective is to produce experimentol doto on thermohydroulic
phenomeno ond to use these doto lo ossess ond improve lorge syslem codes
used for LWR sofety onolYsis.
The moin results during ,1987 were the execution of 7 tests of the LOBI(.)-MOD2
Progrom me (three-smo  I Fbreo k, loss-of-coolo  nl tests, three speciol lronsient lests
ond one noturol circulotion  test), with onolysis ond documentotion.
(') LOBI is o lorge experimentol focility ovoiloble ot the JRC for investigoting  ther- ' ' mbnyOroutic-Oenoviour  of reoctor cobling  systems during tronsient  or loss-of-coolonl
occidents.
The LOBI test focility  is on opproximoiely 4:700 scole model of o four-loop  4300 MWe
pWR a;d hqs two primoiy'loops, the intqci loop representing one loop of the
reference PWR. Botfr primory loops contqin o coolont circulotion pump ond o sleom
glneiqior. fne simuldted c6re cbnsists of on electricolly  heoted 6Z-r.od bundle hous-
5O in tne pressure  vessel model. Nominol heoiing  powel 
.19 5.3MW. An extensive
meosurenient  system ond o speciolly toilored doto ocquisition.system ore used io
monitor qnO reiord the moin ihermohydroulic  porometers prior to ond during eoch
tesl,
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The Europeon thermohydroulic codes CATHARE  (F) ond DRUFAN (FRG) were
ossessed  in close colloborotion  with the notionol code development  teoms
of CEN Grenoble ond GRS Gorching respectively. The codes hove been
ossessed on LOBI experimenls simuloting smoll-breok,  loss-of-coolont  oc-
cidents.
In close conneclion with this, code ossessment work hos olso been iniensive-
ly pursued in the frome of SCA controcts, lhus qllowing  close working con-
tqcts befween JRC ond nolionol teoms using the obove menfioned codes.
JRC hos qlso porticipoted with these codes in bosic benchmork tests during
on internolionol workshop held in Morch 4987 in the USA.
Source Terms
The objective is io investigote ond model the phenomeno underlying the
releose of rodioqclive  moteriol from LWR under hypothelicol severe occident
conditions.  Another mojor effort of the JRC in 1987 wos devoted  fo the study
of fission products ond oerosol behoviour in o PWR conloinment  svstem ond
in porticulor on code ond model ossessment.
The LACE  (LWR Aerosol Contoinment Experiment)  project, in which the JRC is
one of the co-sponsors,  wqs successfully  completed in Februory  4987. LACE
investigoled in o lorge scole lest focility the qerosol behoviour in o contoin-
ment building following o severe occident. Anolysis of resulls ond reporting
hqve continued during 4987 . ln porticulor, the JRC hqs corried on the ben-
chmork  exercise on the LACE LA-4 fest with porticipotion  of orgonizotions in-
side ond oufside the Community. As ogreed to by the controct, the JRC
distributes fest results  to the orgonizolions (sofety bodies, reseorch cenlres elc.)
of EC Member Countries not directly porticipoting in the LACE project.
Two experimentol progrommes,  ot KFK-Korlsruhe ond UKAEA-W|nfrith,  finonc-
ed through SCA controcts,  hove been corried on ond preliminory  results pro-
duced, The KFK-Korlsruhe progromme deqls with resuspension  of oerosol from
sump woter due fo poolfloshing;  the AEE-Winfrith  progromme deols wilh the
effect on the vololility  of fission products  of vorious mechonisms such os flow
regime, high temperoture,  hydrogen, etc,
Figure 31: Mass lost out ol the break, the flow
rate and the upstream  void as measured  in a
L0Bl 3% break  experimenl  and calculated  bV
the CATHARE  code
Figure 32: Coagulation of a water aerosol by an
ultrasonic  lield
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Figure 33: FARo project: back-up test facility
showino  the radiation  furnace which can operate
up to 3-000"C
ln ,,|987 the Commission undertook  some preliminory  studies in support of the
French Phebus Fission Products projeci, in which the Commission will por-
ticipote in lhe next multionnuol progromme  '1988-9'1.  The oim of this project
is to investigote, in on in-pile test focilify, some typicol severe occident se-
quences.  Two types of SCA controcls were lounched. The first one is o study
of the copobiliiy  of the Phebus  Fission Products instollolion  to represenl the
phenomeno  believed to toke ploce during q severe occident.  The second
one is devoted to the onolysis of existing instrumentoiion  ond to the ossess-
ment of possible qdvonced  instrumentqtion  to be utilized in Phebus  Fission
Products. Severol groups of Europeon  experts ore working on these two lopics'
Both sludies should be completed by mid-4988.
LMFBR Accident Modelling
The objective is to invesligote phenomeno  relevoni to very low probobility
occidents involving portioior  tolol core domoge in on LMFBR ond to develop
models qnd codes for the onqlysis of such occidenls'
The Europeon Accidenl code (EAC) is being developed for ihe_.onolysis of
the Initioiion Phose of low -probobility  whole -core occidents  in LMFBRs'  In 4987
the EAC,! code wos finished ond the development of the more detoiled
benchmqrk-type code EAC2 continued. The further development of EAC2 up
to the end of ,1989 received the full support of experts from lhe member
countries.
The EAC2 version utilizes lhe some informotics qnd thermohydroulics  os EAC4.
but new odvonced  modules  for pin dynomics, fission gos, fuel movement ofter
clodding foilure, ond neuironics.  now being developed.  will be integroted
in the svslem.
The FARO focility is in operolion  ot lhe JRC lspro. lt studies,  using reol reoctor
mqteriqls, the melting of lorge fuel mosses ond investigotes phenomeno  such
os fuel jet penetrotion onO frogmentotion  in sodium, the response of slruc-
lures to fuel jets qnd fuel freezing, ond plugging in chonnels ond
subossemblies,
In ,,|987 the problems  of controlled UO2 melting ond releose of the melt from
the furnoce into lhe test section hove been solved' The first port of lhe test
progromme concerning the erosion of steel plotes exposed lo 400 kg molten
UOfnos been successfully completed. The seven experiments performed dur-
ing 1987 include mock-up tests for the lorge moss UO2/sodium  interoctions
teit progromme (TERMOS).  The first experiment  in this series including  the reql
iest section is plonned for eorly ',|988'
The ossocioted modelling octivity includes the development  of o FARO fur-
noce simuloior compuler code (SMURF), ond the modificotion ond improve-
meni of the computer codes for UO2 jet/structure  inleroction ond for UO2 jet
penetrotion.
In generol, the computer codes thot hove been developed' hove sotisfoc-
torily reproduced the experimentol results
The thermohydroulic lests comporing  single ond lwo-phose  flow in grid-ond
wire-spoced  tube bundles hove been lerminoted successfully, Doto were ob-
toined on pressure  drops in single ond fwo-phose  flow, heot lronsfer in two-
phose flow, dry-oui ond mixing. These tests ollow lhe comporison of the
'hydrodynomic 
behoviour of two bundle designs. Evoluolion ond onolysis ore
in progress.
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Figure 34: FARO facility;  checking  the U02 level
in the high temperature  melting  furnace after
loading
Figure  35: FAR0 facility; view ol the BL0KKER
test section  used for Derforation studies
concerning  the study of locol subossembly  occidents ond their potentiol pro-
pogqtion  to the whole reoctor core, the commission hos continued to oor-
ticipote. through the SCA. in the in-pite progromme SCARABEE  (F)ond MOL-7C
(B/FRG),
Two SCARABEE in-pile tests hove been successfully performed during ,,|9g7.
The experience  goined with the execution of eighl SCARABEE  lesls in four yeors
hos increosed the underslonding of physicol phenomeno during occidents
thot leod to fuel melting in o fost reoclor subossemblv.
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Fioure  36: Examination of the particle distribution
o'n a debris bed canied oul as part 0f the PAHR
in-pile tests
Figure  37: An analytical laboratory  ol the study
and research  hot laboratory  at lspra showing an
optical microscope  and an image analyslng
system
At the end of 4987 the SCARABEE test motrix wos reviewed ond priority wos
glu"ntothestudyofpropogotionofmo|tenmoterio|stoneighbouring
iubossemblies ond to the behoviour of pre-irrodioted fuel rods, The JRC hos
contribuled  to test precolculolions  ond lo onolysis of the reoctor physics in
the SCARABEE exPeriments.
The JRC hos contribuled  lo on exiension of the MOL-7C progromme for the
meosurement  of fission producls tronsferred to the sodium coolont from the
mollen fuel during the execution of the next in-pile tests of lhe progromme'
PAHR (Post Accidenl Heol Removol) In Pile
Thisprojecloddressestheobi|itylocoo|obed,formedbyUo2ondstoin|ess
steei pcirticres in sodium.  which is ossumed to be deposited  on horizontolstruc-
iures'in  cose of LMFBR core melting. The project focusses on in-pile tests where
Jif"r"nt types of bed composition,  porticle size, temperotures  ond boundory
conditions ore investigoted.
The in-pile experimenl  executed in the Melusine reoclor in eorly '1987 hos not
giu.n in" expected  results, due io the premoture  foilure of high{emperolure
in"r.o"ouples, olthough one ultrosonic thermometer  operoted  successfully
up to 2200;c.  In ogreJment  with CEA/CENG  the experiment,  in which o mix-
.b uor_ss porticle bed is heoted untilthe  UO2 melts. will be executed in the
BR-2 reoclor ot CEN-Mol.
on the bosis of knowledge ocquired from the sondio ond lhe Europeon  in-
pit" t.rtr, ond from tne oirtotpiie tests execuled ot the JRc lspro, o new lest
motrix for the remoining  three in-pile tests hos been defined with the contribu-
lion of notionol exPerts.
_j_lr i'
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Figure  38: Dynamic testing on a relnforced
concrete beam  performed  in the Large Dynamic
Test Facility  (LDTF)
Figure 39: Biaxial dynamic  testing device
LMFBR Mqteriol Properties ond Structurol Behoviour
The object of this reseorch  is to investigote  the properties  of oustenitic  steels
used for LMFBR components ond to estoblish constilutive  lows describing the
steel, both os domoged during reoctor life, ond when submitted  to dynomic
looding in cose of severe occidents.
A lorge experimentol  progromme hos been under woy for severol yeors which
hos shown how mechonicol properties ore modified  by different domoge  pro-
cesses.
In the future, other moieriols  of inlerest for olher industriol plonts will olso be
considered.  with this oim, in 4987 o series of tests on concrete specimens hos
been storted on the Lorge Dynomic  Test Focility.
work on dynomic structurol code development  hos olso been continued  in
colloborotion  with CEA-sqclov
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Rqdioqclive Wqsle
Monogemenl
Figure  40: A view of the hot cells of the ESSOR
complex.  Three  of the cells have been modified
to host radiochemical  facilities for waste
management  studies
Figure  41: An internal view ol one of the hot
cells accommodating  the PETRA plant nearing
the ohase ol mechanical  comoonent  installalion.
Commissioning  ot the plant will start  in
May 1988 and cold funclional testing will get
under  wav in September  1988.
JRC octivities hqve o double objective:
.  to ossess the risks linked to woste disposol in geologicol formotions;
.  io minimize woste orising in future fuel cycle instollotions.
These objectives ore olso common to fhe shored-cost ocfion progromme on
rodiooctive wosfe monogement,  ond bolh progrommes ore closely coor-
dinoted omong fhemselves ond with notionol ocfivities.
The JRC octivities ore cqrried out both ot the lspro ond ot lhe Korlsruhe
estoblishments.
Woste Monogemenf ond fhe Fuel cycle
The project oims ot proposing modificotions  fo the fuel cycle, which minimize
woste ond improve woste quolity  for finol disposol. One octivity pursued with
fhis gool in mind is fhe setfing-up of o focilify nomed PETRA. This focilily is
presently being instolled in three of the ovoiloble  hot cells of lhe ADECO
loborolory  which form port of the ESSOR reoctor complex ol lspro. The pro-
cess will treot botches of high burn-up fuel moleriol contoining six kilogrom-
mes of uronium, under Purex type condifions. A consortium  comprising on
internotionol group of one Germon ond fwo ltolion componies ore involved
in o lurn-key controct for lhe delivery of the focility.FISSION
Figure  42: The high efficiency He3 detector  head
for measurement of Pu contaminated  200 | waste
barrels  by analysis  0f the detected  spontaneous
{ission  neutron  pulse train
Figure 43: High sensitivity segmented  Tscanner
{or determination  0f the Pu-isotope composition
of waste barrels
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During 1987 ,ihe mechonicol  instollotion  of oll components ond connected
pipework  in the cells hos reoched  90% completion. As recently requested  by
the ilolion Nucleor Licensing  Authority fhe building structure ond the exlroc-
tion system hove to be seismicly quolified. This bock fitting work is scheduled
to be completed by the middle of 4988.
Commissioning  of the focility by the consortium  will stort in Moy whilsl cold
functionql testing is scheduled for Seplember  ',|988,
The Users'Group.  which wqs formed to define lhe deloiled progromming  of
the focilitv. met twice in 4987 ond recommended  o series of octivities to be
corried out in PETRA. A few of them con olreody be implemented during hot
commissioning  of the focilily. The proposols ore being evoluoted ond ronk-
ed following criterio recommended  by lhe group.
The PETRA focilitv hos oltrocled the interesf of the ltolion Nucleor Auihority
(ENEA)who is negotioling o finonciol porticipotion  in o multi-onnuol  reseorch
colloborotion controct for operotionol work in PETRA. An interest  in lhe focility
hos olso been exoressed from Germonv  on the use of PETRA os o lest focilitv
for independenl  verificofion.
A second oclivify pursued under this projeci ond closely connected to the
nucleor  woste problem, is the non destrucfive  ossoy (NDA) of plutonium.  The
NDA melhod is bqsed on the onolysis of spontoneous fission neutron emission,
o method for which hos been developed of the JRC lspro. This melhod con
be employed  for both mg ond kg quonlities of Pu ond con be complemented
with olpho gommo  spectrometry  for lhe determinolion  of the isolopic com-
posilion.
A fully tronsportoble instrument for non-destructive meosurement of pluionium
in olpho contomined woste hos been tested bofh of the lspro estoblishemnt
ond ot the Cosoccio  Estoblishment,  ENEA, in q colloborofion  for the sludy of
inslrumentotion  for in{ield testing of on olpho-conlomined woste.JRC ANNUAL  REPORT ,1987
Sofety of wosfe disposol in continenfol geologicol formotions
This projecl includes both theoreticol  qssessments ond experiments lo pro-
vide the necessory dotobose. These octivilies ore corried out in joint projects
wifh the shored-cosl oction progromme,
Theoreticql  studies hove led to the developmenl  of o risk ossessmenl  code
(nomed LISA) which is distributed through the NEA ond IAEA doto bonks. A
commerciol  version (releose No 4) con be obfoined  from JRC, which incor-
porotestheTROUGH  code describing  octinide migrotion in geologicol medio.
Releose No 4 is ',|0 times more time-efficient  on the compuler thqn releose No
3 ond it is fully documented.  The JRC is olso contributing:
.  to the coordinotion ond the execution of the Community Projecl PAGIS  (Per-
formonce Assessment  of Geologicol  lsolotion Systemsl, which  is to be com-
oleted in ',|988.
.  to lhe internofionol  coordinolion  of lhe development of probobilistic sofe-
ly ossessment  codes, in the frome of on od-hoc working group of NEA.
The experimentol octivities oim of studying the interoclion of woste ond sur-
rounding moteriols  in fhe reposilory, ond fhe migrotion of octinides ond fis-
sion products in the geosphere.
The study of the influence  of thermql grodients  on the corrosion ond leoching
of woste moteriqls wos initioted in 1987  , The first results indicote o diminished
corrosion  rote of mild iron contoiners in such grodients, due to formolion of
o proiective crusl rich in iron, silicote ond cqlcium. Such o crust is not formed
in isothermol  conditions.
Figure 44: Laboratory  simulation  experiments  on
geochemical  migration  of radionuclides  using
groundwaters  and geological  materials  typical ol
the different disDosal ootions considered
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Figure  45: Surface  analysis  system  employed  lor
the study of radioactive wasle glass and metal
c0rr0si0n s,&
E'ffiF
The studv of olternolive woste motrices  hos proceeded, including develop-
ment of silico-titonote  glosses for the solidificotion of sodium-rich  woste, The
JRC holds o polenl on these moteriols.
Exoerimenls were corried out to identify the controlling porometers of the
migrotion  of octinides  ond long-lived  fission products in nolurol systems.  Syn-
theJic ond noturol groundwoters ond moteriols  overlying condidote
geologicol formotions  for high-level  woste repositories  in Europe were studied'
Although in generol,  the exislence of reducing conditions wos found to retord
rodionuclide  migrolion, o constoni column breokthroughof  Np 237 (2O% of
lhe input octivity) wos detected  in noturol groundwoter under reducing con-
ditions. Slow kinetics of obsorplion reoctions ond migrotion of unretoined
microcolloids moy occount for lhe Np releose; lhese processes  ore being in-
vestigoted.
The retention properlies of bockfill moteriols to be used for o repository in o
solt dome were olso studied, with columns prepored by pressing crushed solt
from the Asse mine. The hydrodynomic  poromelers  of the columns  were deter-
mined from the shope ond deloy of the elution curves of tritioted brine. The
retordotion  foctors of oclinides, meosured under oxidizing conditions of room
lemperoture, indicole thot bockfilling with crushed soll moy retord migrotion
Noturol humic substonces were chorocterised os port of the MIRAGE project
coordinoled by the Commission. The reliobility of onolyticol methodologies
for the comOosition ond the structurol chemisiry of humic ocids wos ossess-
ed. Commerciol ond site-specific humic compounds were used os reference
products.
The possibility of using loser spectroscopy  for the quontilotive  determinotion
of chemicol equilibrio  in very dilute oqueous solutions  wos explored by stu-
dying the hydrolysis ond lhe formqtion of complexes belween  uronium ond
corbonoies.  The results obtoined indicqte thot loser speclroscopy  is sufficiently
sensitive to study chemicol equilibrio of octinides of concentrotions  op-
prooching  those of noturol systems.
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Feosibility ond sofety of geologicol disposol in deep oceonic
sediments
This project is reoching  lerminofion, in line wilh opinions expressed by the NEA
Seobed Working Group. The finol report is presenfly being ossembled,  ond
loborotory  experiments  ore being complefed.
The results show thot disoosol into seobed sediments could be o vioble oo-
tion for both feosibilify ond sofety. Severol  importont  unknown  focfors remoin,
porticulorly  the oceonogrophic  porometers, which moy possibly form fhe ob-
jecfive of long-term internotionol reseorch.
Figure 46: Recoverable "Soft Lander" lor
deployment  on the floor 0l the deep ocean. This
penetrating  device is designed  to measure
in-situ sediment  orooerties
Figure  47: Column  migrating experimental  set-up
in redox controlled  glove box employed  tor the
measurement  of radionuclide  mobilities in deeo
ocean sediments
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Sofeguords ond Fissile
Mqleriols Monogemenl
Figure 48: PHoNID; a photo-neutron  interrogation
device to monitor  plutonium  and uranium bulk
samples employed in European plants since 1974
Figure 49: PRE-PERLA  laboratory  during a
training course  given to EURATOM  and IAEA
inspectors
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In the Europeon Community, sofeguords  of fissile moteriols ore implemented
in ihe fromework  of the EURATOM qnd Non Proliferolion Treoties ond of Supp-
ly Agreements  with third counlries (Austrolio, Conodo ond USA).
The generol objectives of these octivities ore twofold:
.  on the one hond, to provide bqsic knowledge os o bockground  for effec-
tive support  lo the Sofeguords Directorote of the Commission  (Luxembourg)
ond of the IAEA;
.  on the other hond, to develop new sofeguords techniques which might
improve operoting procedures,
The R&D octivities  ore subdivided  inlo three oreos; mqny of lhese octivities
ore performed in cooperotion  with nqlionol R&D orgonisotions  of the Com-
munity through the Europeon  Sofeguords Reseorch ond Development Associo-
tion (ESARDA).
The first one is the development ond ossessment of performonce
under field condifions of onolyticol fechniques, non desfrucfive
ossoys ond seoling systems
Mony systems for meosuring  fissile moteriols in fuel fobricotion plonts,
reprocessing  plonts ond storoge oreos hqve been developed or odopted
for specific requirements.
.  The "PRE-PERLA" focility qt JRC lspro con hondle bulk quontities of highly
enriched uronium,  In June o colibrotion compoign of fifteen instruments
for non-deslrucfive  qssoy, from the Eurotom Sofeguords  Directorote,  IAEA,
Los Alomos ond JRC, look ploce. The resulfs of this compoign were used
os input to o iwo-week exercise  in Physicol Inventory Toking held in PRE-
PERLA  in July, for eight IAEA ond Eurotom inspectors. This wos the first full
scole troining course in PRE-PERLA.JRC ANNUAL  REPORT .1987
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Figure  50: An exploded  view 0f the fulure NDA
bulk facility  presently  under realisation  and due
f0r complelion  towards  the end 0f 
.1988
Figure  51: The computer  visron  system  lor
reviewing  images obtained  during  optical
surveillance.  The pictures are grabbed  by the TV
camera,  processed  by lhe computer  and
displayed  on the TV monitor
The physicol. chemicol ond isolopic chorocteristics  of fifty PERLA stondords
for plutonium were defined; the preporotion  of these stondords in o fobrico-
tion plont wos corefully monilored ond destructive onolysis of somples,
loken during fobricolion, wos orgonized with externol loborotories.
A new woy to check lhe onolysis  of inputs 1o reprocessing wos developed
of JRC Korlsruhe, The somple is conditioned on-site by on onolylicol  robol
ond sub-nonocurie somples of uronium ond plulonium ore shipped to o
sofeguords loborotory for onolysis by moss spectromeiry,
The second oreo of R&D is to the processing, tronsmission ond evoluo-
tion of doto produced by non-deslruclive ossoy mefhods ond
surveillonce techniques.
Three projects provide  results of direcl use to inspeclors, ond ore useful for
the design of more odvonced  surveillonce  techniques.
.  A prototype for reviewing,  by computer, imoges obtoined  during opticol
surveillonce.  hos been instolled ot the IAEA heodouorters for more exlen-
sive performonce  tests, The syslem processes views, recorded on videolope,
of different focilities, including  spent fuel sloroge ponds;
.  A new modulor system for video surveillonce  wos developed in ',|987. lt is
designed  for multiple TV-comero recording  systems, ond hos powerful self-
diognostic  copobiliiy ond doto relrievol.  The system con be integroled  wilh
other sensor types like seols or motion deteclors. lt is o storiing poinl for
the design of inlegroted conioinment  ond surveillonce systems.
.  In 4987 the design of o new prototype of o loser surveillonce  system  (coll-
ed LASSY) wos slorted, primorily for use in spenl fuel pools. Two beoms of
light scon on oreo obove or under the wqler. The system  detects the posi-
tion of fuel ossemblies  in the oreo.
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Nucleqr Fuels qnd Aclinide
Reseqrch
Figure  52: A view of the facilities used for
preparing  fuel samples
The third oreo of R&D is the study of computerized occounfoncy
systems ond plonf modelling
The design ond evoluofion,  in o simulofed environment, of sofeguords systems,
is on importont port of this reseorch.
A simulotor, bosed on visuol progromming, wos designed ond implemented.
This softwore pockoge is now being odqpted for different users e.g. IAEA,
EURATOM, plont operolors, This pockoge  is possibly the first exomple  of simulo-
tion bosed on ortificiol intelligence  in the sofeguords oreo.
The Nucleor Fuels ond Actinide Reseorch  Progromme tokes ploce of lhe Euro-
peon lnstitute for Tronsuronium Elements, the Korlsruhe Estoblishment of lhe
JRC. lts objectives ore threefold:  improvement  of the sofe use of fuel in nucleor
reoctors with fost or lhermol neutron fluxes; investigolion of sofety-reloted
ospecfs  of the nucleor fuel cycle (oclinide formotion, hondling  of rodiooc-
tive moteriol, reprocessing  of nucleor fuel); ond bosic oclinide  reseorch.
Operotionol  Limils of Nucleor Fuels
This project qims to improve the technicol performonce ond sofety of nucleqr
fuel, lt is concerned  with the optimisotion of odvonced fuels qnd with the in-
vestigofion  of the physicol  properties of nucleor fuel, especiolly ol high
temperotures, which ore of interest for sqfety evoluotions.
Optimisotion of Dense Fuels
Mixed uronium-plutonium  nilride is o strong condidote for the optimized fosl
breeder fuel cycle.
ln 4987, the dotobose on fission product migrotion ond releose during opero-
tionol tronsienls wqs extended to high burn-ups, reoching 53 MWd/kg,  The
cooperotion  with lhe Riso Fission Gos Project with internotionol porticipotion
of industry ond notionol reseorch instilutions wos continued ond first results
were obtoined on MOX fuel, i.e. LWR fuel contoining obout 3% plulonium.
The specificotions  for o joint JRC-CEA nitride irrodiqtion experiment (NIMPHE
'l) in the Phenix reqcior in Morcoule  were worked out. Five pins of lhe fuel bun-
dle to be irrodiofed  were fobricoted ol the lnstitute ond fhe irrodiofion wos
storted  in October. A second fost flux experiment to compqre the performonce
of corbide ond nitride fuels is being prepored.
Study of Properties of Nucleqr Mqleriols ol Hlgh-Temperolure
Development ond testing of equipmenf  for meosuring  thermophysicol pro-
perties of nucleor fuel up to very high temperolures continued during ',|987.
A loser-heoted outoclove for meosuring lhe specific heot of solid ond molten
uronium dioxide wos tested under high pressure  ond with ocoustic somple
levitotion uo to 4500oK.
The opporoius for meosuring  of the thermol conductivity of liquid UO2 wos
further improved by increosing  lhe speed of the doto ocquisition ond the preci-
sion of ihe lemperoture  meosurements.
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The obove studies were performed in order to furnish doto needed for sofety
considerofions  in fost ond light woter reoctors, ln the some context the in-pile
experiment  PAHR-Celio  '1, performed  in the Melusine reoctor of Grenoble, wos
equipped wifh qn ultrosonic thermometer  conceived ond built of JRC
Korlsruhe,  which monitored successfully  the temperolure  rise in o simuloted
debris bed up to22OO"C,  Ultrosonic femperofure  sensors were olso prepored
qnd delivered to CEN Codoroche for the SCARABEE-BF3 in-pile experimenl.
The fuel pin performonce  code TRANSURANUS  developed oi JRC Korlsruhe
wos further improved by the introduclion  of o new in-pile motion module
(URADYN) ond fitted into the Europeon Accident Code (EAC) syslem under
development  of JRC lsprq.
Tronsienf Behoviour of Oxide Fuels
The oim of the project is to invesligole possibilities of increosing  the lifetime
of lighf woler reocfor fuel rods by studying the tronsient fuel ond fission pro-
duct behoviour of high levels of burn-up, ond finding out how fission gos ond
Figure 53: An installation  for thermal conductivity
measurements  on molten  U02
Figure 54: An installation  for vapour pressure
measurements  on nuclear  fuel samoles  u0 to
very high temperatures  (5000  K) by laser pulse
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volotile fission products ore releosed from the fuel motrix. The fuels under sludy
ore of commerciol  type, ond hove been irrodioted in currently operoting
power reoctors  to vorious burn-up levels. Loborofory experiments provide  the
necessory bosic doto for extensive modelling  cqlculotions.
ln 4987, the dqtobose on fission product migrotion ond releqse during opero-
tionol tronsienfs wos extended to high burn-ups, reoching  53 MWd/kg.  The
cooperotion  with the Riso Fission Gos Project with internotionol porticipotion
of industry ond notionol reseorch institutions  wos continued  ond firsl results
were obloined on MOX fuel. i,e. LWR fuel contoining obout 3% plulonium.
These ore some of lhe principol observotions  mode in 4987:
.  Loborotory experiments showed thot significont froclions of Rb ond Te con
occupy substitutionol  sites in UO2. First meosurements of ihermol solubilities
of rore goses in UO2 were obfoined ond the temperofure  ronge for ven-
ling of pressurized  pores in UO2 on heoting ond cooling wos determined.
.  UOz fuel with o simulqted burn-up of 3% wos produced. ond the releose
of volotile  fission products wos found to be very similor lo thot of irrodioled
fuel. This focilifoted considerqbly the execulion of releose  experiments.
o The results of the first irrodiolions with tronsientJested high burn-up UO2.
plus centrol thermocouples, mode if possible to exfend the fuel rod per-
formonce code TRANSURANUS,  for steody stoles qnd tronsienl integrols from
fission product migrotion to centrol, temperoture  colculotions.
.  The code FUTURE  for fhe mechqnistic behoviour of fission oroducl wos oo-
plied to new hof cell onneoling tests wifh high burn-up UO2.
r  A lhird code. MITRA, wos developed  to include short-lived fission products
ond decoy chqins into releose colculotions for steody stote ond tronsient
condifions. All fhree codes ore qvoilqble for externol users.
Actinide Cycle Sofety
The project comprises the investigotion of octinide formqtion in-pile,  im-
provemenls in hondling  condilions  of rodiooctive moleriol,  ond investigotions
of key ospects of nucleor fuel reprocessing.
Formotion of Actinides In.Pile
The oim of this octivity is to evoluole ond, if possible, reducethe  risk ossocioted
with ihe presence of oclinides in the fuel cycle by meosuring octinide formo-
tion in light-wofer reoctors ond fost breeders ond by studying the etfects of
recycling minor octinides  in o fost breeder reoctor.
Fuel somples  which hod been irrodioted  in the KNK ll fost flux test reoctor ond
which contoin U, Np, Pu, ond Am hqve been onolysed for lheir isotopic con-
centrotions, The results ore being compored with reoctor  physics colculotions
bosed on neutron dosimetry. in colloborotion with KfK Korlsruhe ond CEN Mol.
In fhe some contexl,  eighf U qnd/or Pu fuel oxide pins contoining Am ond Np
os mixed oxides ore being irrodiqted in the French PHENIX reoctor.
For the isotope onolysis, o novel moss spectrometric technique hos been
developed which con be used for onolyzing nonogrom  somples  of plutonium.
Since the somple is completely evoporoted in fhis procedure, ony disturbing
effects due fo isotope froctionotion overoge oul. With lhe new technique. the
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Figure 55: Saleguards  Analysis; detail showing a
robot  used for fuel sample  preparation
Figure 56: Safeguards  Analysis; glove box
containing  robots  for fuel sample  preparation
time necessory for moking on onolysis is reduced by o foctor of five. while
on|y 40.2 of theusuo|sompte size is required (S. Fronzini, L. Koch, M' Romkowski,
voss-spectrometric  Anolysis of sub-Nonogrom  Amounts of Uronium ond
Plutonium,  Proc. 9th Annuol Symposium on sofeguords  ond Nucleor Moteriols
Monogement,  London, Moy 12-14,',|987),  This onolyticol technique  is por
riculoriy interesting for nucleor sofeguords onolyses, since it could focililole
somple shiPment Procedures.
Somple conditioning  is done by robots which not only reduce the rodiotion
dose lo the operotors, but olso decreoses  the omount of time necessory lo
perform on onolYsis.
Sqfe Hqndllng of Nucleqr Fuels
This is moinly the study of the formolion ond dispersion of plulonium-beoring
oerosols under normol ond off-normol  operoting conditions'
It wos found, in smoll scole fires of plexigloss  contominoted wiih (U,Pu)o2,  thot
obout 
,1 ,5% of the contominonts  were lronsported  lo the outlel filters, in ogree-
ment with the results from lorge scole fires involving  simuloted  (non-rodiooclive)
oerosols.  This demonstroted the volidity of simulotion experiments for predic-
ting rodiooctive  oerosol dispersion during occidents in nucleor inslollqtions.
The kinelics of qerosol porticle ogglomerotion wos studied by numericol
simulotion. using the concept of ifioctol dimension". Within the ronge of
porometers invJsiigoted  it wos observed thoi lhe decreose in concentrolion
ond the increose  in medion porticle size during ogglomerotion  were neorly
idenlicol  exponentiol  functions of time ond lhe exponents  involved  were found
to be independent  of the initiol porticle concenlrotion'
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In view of possible consequences for the sofety of nucleor instollofions,  o sfudy
wos lounched in order to clorify possible couses for lhe occosionolly observ-
ed increose in filler penetrolion by octive olpho porticles.  A preliminory  con-
cluslon from lhe experimenfol resulfs obtoined so for is thot fitters ore
penefroted only when fhe nuclide ejecled in the disintegrotion  process is
rodon, on inert gos with low sticking coefficienf,
Reprocesslng ol Nucleor Fuels
Two moin subjects  ore freoled under this heoding: o) studies of reprocessing
procedures for fost breeder fuels, lo see how well they fit into the clossicol
bock-end  of lhe fuel cycle ond b) the development  of melhods  for the recovery
ond purificotion of octinides from woste ond fuel solutions  of ditferent origin
ond composiiion.
One drowbock  in the use of nitride fuel is the nucleor tronsmutotion  of nolurol
nilrogen into rodioocfive aac. This problem  could be eliminoted if fhe fuel
contoined  essentiolly a5N, For lhe purpose  of evoluoting  the implicotions of
the use of a5N ot the reprocessing  stoge, we hove corried out djssolution ex-
periments  of uronium nitride in nifric ocid highly enriched in 15N, to invesligote
the secondory exchonge  reoclions  toking ploce belween the vorrous reoc-
lion products during the dissolution  process.
Figure  57: Inertial spectrometer  l0r
characterisation  o1 nuclear  aerosols
Figure 58: A view of ana,B Vcell ot the hot
cell facilities used tor non'destructive analysis
the dissolution  of spent  fuel samples
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For the seporqtion of the individuol oclinides the finol version  of the combin-
ed extroction  chromologrophic columns [BP/ion exchonge)wqs  tested, The
seporotion of rore eorths ond octinides wos improved by o preconcenlro-
lion of these elements  on o smoll odditionol ion exchonge  column'
As o contribution to investigotions  on occideniol  leoching  of underground
wosle reposiiories, the formotion of plulonium colloids in oged solutions wos
meosured os o function of ocidiiy ond time.
The OXAL process, which is pqrl of the reseorch  oreo "Rodiooclive  Woste
Monogement ond the Fuel cycle", is oimed of obloining "olpho-free wostes".
The pr6cess hos been tested in o hoi cell with o process woste solufion  of in-
termediote octivity.
Actinide Reseorch
The oim of this project is to understond  the properties  of oclinide-confoining
solids in terms of the electronic structure of their constituents ond of the con-
tribution of Sf-electrons lo the chemicol bond. Selected properties  of, especiol-
ly, intermetollics qnd binory octinide compounds,  with emphosis on the
less-known  elements Pq, Np, Am, cm, Bk, ond cf, the so-colled minor octinides
ore investigoted experimentolly  ond theoreficolly,  This requires well
chorocterized  somples,  often single crystols, of known composition, crystol
slructure, qnd imPuritY conlent.
Figure  59: The preparation  in glove box
conditions  of actinide single crystals
During 4987, the minerolizoiion technique developed for single-crystolgrofih
of uro-nium ond plutonium  compounds wos opplied to grow crystols of nep-
tunium compounds.  Single crystols of NpP were obioined  for the first time ond
the seorch continues  for optimum growlh conditions.
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Figure 60: The facility for optical
(absorption  and reflection)  under
pressure  conditions
measurements
very high
In o new efforl involving the minioturizotion of lhis technique. smoll single
crystols of compounds of tronsplutonium  elements (AmBiond AmTe) for solid
stote physics sludies were fobricoted for lhe first time.
single crystols of PuFe2 ond UFe2, produced oi ihe Insiitute, were studied bv
neulron diffroction ond mognetizotion  meosurements; lhese syslems ore por-
ticulorly interesting becouse they show strong hybridizolion beiween the 5f-
ond 3d-electrons.  This hybridizotion is olso the subject of o consideroble
theorelicol  effort involving electronic  bond structure colculotions,  These in-
vestigotions  were corried out in close colloborotion with notionol loborotories
in Risa ond Grenoble
In seorch of new moteriols with interesling mognetic or superconducting  pro-
perties, new ternory or pseudo-ternory compounds were prepored ond
chorocterized such os NpRh2Si2, NpRuRhSi2. Np(RuxTc,l-x)2Si2 with x=0,2 ond
0.4.
In the frome of our study of octinide metols ond olloys under pressure o pnose
tronsition in o-plutonium  melol ot obout 4s Gpo hos been identified.  X-rov ob-
sorption spectroscopy of high pressures hos been implemented  os o corollory
to the hitherto opplied X-roy diffroction lechnique,
A new instollotion to meosure opticol reflectivily  under high pressure, wos ser
up in colloborotion  wilh scientists from the Mox-Plonck-lnstitut  fUr Festkoroer-
forschung  of stuttgort. First lests wiih uronium ond thorium compounos were
successful.
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Figure  61: A detail showing  the detector  used tor
optical  measurements  under very high pressure
conditions
Figure  62: An Argon laser light for fluorescence
measurements  in determining pressures in high
pressure  cells
Photoelectron  spectroscopy  continues to be on essentiol  tool for lhe sfudy of
the surfoce behoviour ond the reocfivity  of octinide mefols. The initiol reoc-
tions of uronium surfoces with oxygen ond corbon dioxide hove been exten-
sively studied. In the cose of neptunium  o compound  of fhe form Np2O3 wos
discovered, o composition which is nol sioble in the bulk moteriol.
The effecfiveness  of the projecl on bosic octinide reseorch  is enhonced  by
extensive colloborotions with lqborotories in Europe ond colloborofive  con-
nections with o number of institufions  in the United Slotes, The imporionce of
the Institute os on internotionql focol point is underlined  by ihe ediling ol
Korlsruhe  of "Acfinide News Letters"  with o world-wide distribulion.  ond the
onnuol "Journ6es  d Actinides" meeting, The unique copobility of JRC Korlsruhe
to produce  high purify qclinide somples, including single crystols.  gives this
lnstitute o key role in internotionol octinide reseorch.  ln 4987, more thon 20
loborotories throughout fhe world corried ouf structurol ond physico-chemicol
investigotions with specimens  from JRC Korlsruhe.
q7NON NUCLEAR
ENERGIES
The progromme  on non nucleor energies is limited to solor energy
(photovoltoic ond thermol conversion) ond lo energy monogement  in
buildings, These octivities ore implemented  ot the lspro Estoblishmenl  ond ore
coordinoted  with the Shored Cost Actions monoged in this field by DG Xll in
Brussels.
The testing progromme is bosed on o unique ensemble of lest focilities ol ESTI
(Europeon  Solor Tesl Instollotion),  both for phoiovolloic qnd thermol  solor
devices.  This enobles  the JRC lo ploy on imporlonl  role for the developmenl
of Europeon technologies ond the preporolion  of norms ond slondords in on
emerging induslriol  seclor.
Phofovolfoic  Devices ond Sysfems
The project on photovoltqic (PV) conversion comprises pre-normoiive sludies
in colibrotion ond quolificotion testing of photovoltoic devices, tests ond
monitoring of PV plonts, reseorch  in photovoltoic  semiconductor  moteriols  ond
contributions  to stondords writing orgonizotions.
Moin results ochieved in 4987 mov be summorized  os follows:
Solqr cells
The colibrotion  focilities were used 1o colibrote obout 60 solor sensors ond
reference devices coming from induslry ond olher orgonizotions. The outdoor
colibrotion  focility hos been equipped with new hordwore ond softwore in
order to reocl foster to suiloble weolher conditions,  A studv controct wos set
Tesfing Solqr Energy
Syslems
Figure 63: Visual inspectron of PV modules - the
quallfication  and certification  of PV-modules
comprises  various  accelerated,  ageing tests. In
between these lests a thorough inspection  is
perlormed  in order to evaluate possible  defects
which could limit the lifetime  under natural
exp0sure
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Figure 64: A precision calibration  lacility - a part
of the European Solar Testing Installation  (ESTI)
Figure 65: ESTI. An example of an horizontal  and
vertical laser beam scan. The induced current is
recorded  and the resulting image gives precise
inJormalion about the internal structure of a solar
cetl
up with cIEMAT (Spoin) for externol porometer meqsuremenis on omorphous
devices,
The LASER sconning  focility hos been instolled ond provides for light induced
currenl meosurements  of different wovelengths onphotovolioic  devices up
to '|5 x '|5 cm2 oreo.
Module quollficofion qnd performonce rollng
During the yeor obout 86 modules of 23 ditferentiypes hove been tested com-
por.J to ,tg types tested lost yeor. A colloborotion  controct with CEN
boOorocne  (Fionce) wos estobiished  in the field of omorphous  module
degrodotion meosuremenls.
Syslem sludles
An innovoiive concept for the determinotion of the stote of chorge of oc-
cumulotors  used in photovolloic  plonts wos tested. ll showed significonl im-
provements  compored lo conveniionql  methods'
Plqnt tests qnd dolo monlloring
The eloborolion  of PV plont doto hos been extended  ond now includes  those
coming from the demonstroiion projects of DG XVll (Energy)'
A portoble instrumentotion  pockoge for lesting  Pt orroys hqs been finolized
for prototype  production of o solor electronics compony'NON NUCLEAR ENERGIES
Thermol Conversion
The thermol conversion projecf develops  tesf methods for predicting lhe per-
formonce  ond evoluoling the durobility  of solor components  ond systems, This
octivity is moinly corried out wilhin the Europeon Solor Collector ond Systems
Testing Group (CSTC), which is monoged ond finonced by JRC. The execu-
fion of the concerted  progromme of lhis Group, which is composed of 22 no-
tionol loborolories, is now in its finol phose with the preporolion  of six
documents of recommendolions  bosed on experimentol  ond theoreficol  work
corried on wilhin the respective loborotories ond the JRC tesf focilities.
o In Greece where lhere olreody  exisfs o well estoblished industry  for solor
wofer heofers, the documenfs of fhe CSTG will be token os fhe bosis for
the Greek sfondord test procedures,  A colloborotion  hos been set up bet-
ween JRC ond Demokritos,  the instilution responsible for these stondords.
On request  from the FAO (Food cnd Agriculture  Orgonizotion of the United
Notions)the JRC hos been olso invited to porticipote  in drofting guidelines
on "Solor Wofer Heoting for Rurol Areos" to be discussed of Noxos in June
,1988.
.  Studying fhe oging of solor obsorbers by meosuring  surfoce opticol pro-
perties hos been extended to on externol colloboroiion. with the Inslituto
Nocionol de Technico Aerospociol,  Modrid.  Due to the inferest which  is
developing in this field o workshop on opticol property meosurement
techniques wos held of lspro in October, ,,|987 wiih fhe porticipotion of over
40 Europeon  ond non-Europeon  experts, ond representotives  from industry,
including  the gloss monufocluring industry ond instrument  monufqcturers.
.  A prototype solor cooling box for use in hospitols in developing  countries
wos tesied for the UN World Heolth Orgonisotion.
.  Tests of lhe corrosion of solor obsorbers by sulphur dioxide in the ot-
mosphere hove been pursued, in colloborolion  with Leuven  University.  The
tesls showed the need to odopt DIN 50048 Stondord to thot purpose.
Figure  66: A test facility for lhermal performance
measuremenls  of solar  collectors,  for validation
of test methods under development
Figure  67: 11 different commercial  Solar water
heating  Systems  under  test as part of an activity
for the development of a lest procedure  in
determining  the long term thermal  performance
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.  In the Internotionol  Stondordizotion  Orgonizotion,  where lhe JRC hos been
chosen os o technicol expert, q lest method developed ol lspro for predic-
ting the performonce  of solor woter heqting systems is under discussion
to become port of on ISO Stondord.
Colloborotion
A colloborotion  hos been estoblished  wifh ENEA. lfoly to sludy oging of solor
colleclors, possive  solor technologies ond seosonol storoge of solor energy.
Mixed teoms of investigofors  hove been sef up of lspro.
Energy consumpfion in the residentiol  ond commerciol building sector
represenfs obouf 35% of totol EC energy consumplion. lt is olso the sector which
hos been recognized os the most importont in lerms of possible energy sov-
ing, which could significonfly reduce pollution, The JRC porticipqtes  in lhe
eloborotion  of common methodologies  for the evoluotion of building perfor-
monce including monitoring technologies for on optimol ulilizotion of ther-
mol energy in buildings.
Energy Monogemenl in
Buildlngs.
Figure 68: The recently modified  Solar Laboratory
at the lspra establishment  sh0wing  the large
new sunspace
Figure 69: A closer view of the newly built
sunspace  showing the shading system on the
wrn00ws
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Figure  70: One of a group of passive  solar test
cells whrch make up the extensive  test facility
installed  at the lspra establishment
Figure 71: An array of solar collectors  used  for
seasonal storaqe
Solor Possive Technologies
The introduction of solor possive technologies into modern qrchitecture is por-
ticulorly interesting  becouse of its importont energy soving polenfiol; but it
requires lhe development of new design tools ond odequote new norms ond
slqndords.
.  os port of fhe porticipotion of the JRC in the PASSYS  project of the Cost
Shored Action of the DG Xll, o test methodology for the lhermol behoviour
of q solor pqssive tesf cell, bosed on poromefer identificotion techniques
through  ARMA (Auto Regressive  Moving Averoge) hos been developed ond
tested qt lspro. The some method hos olso been opplied with success to
o solor building with o mixed qctive ond possive system.
.  The problems  of solor orchifecture  in Mediterroneon climoies hove been
oddressed  ot o workshop held of lspro in June '1987 with the porticipotion
of the Southern Europeon Member Slotes. Areos of possible concerted pro-
grommes hove been identified ond o collqborotion hos been set up for
the tesfing of solor possive components with fhe Politecnico di Milqno.
Energy ouditing
This includes the development ond comporison of vorious methodologies for
fhe evoluotion of energy consumpiion ond identificotion  of energy soving
meosures in buildings.
.  A "benchmork  exercise" of vorious Europeon energy oudit schemes hos
been corried out of lspro on ditferent types of building, A detoiled  onolysis
of doto comoleted  in 4987 showed imooriont discreponcies in ihe results
due in porf to ditferenf notionol opprooches to the problem,  This work
received q public oword of the ICBEM 87 Lousonne Conference (lnterno-
tionol Conference on Building  Energy Monogement).
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The "source Book for Energy Audilors" hos been published by lEA, wilh the
porticipotion of theJRC ocfing ostosk leoder. The Regione  Lombordio  hos
osked lhe JRC to help implemenl some of fhe new methods presenfed  in
this document.
Auditing componies  ond the UK Building Reseorch Centre ore showing
greot interest in the softwore developed  of lspro for imoge processing of
buildings, ond hove mode requests fo use il.
JRC hos coniributed lo the octivilies of DG lll in iis preporolion of o
EUROCODE for Rotionol Use of Energy in Buildings ond to fhe octivilies  of
DG XVll concerning  the Energy Lobelling of Buildings,
hrs 16
&.ne
Figure  72: The.drawing above is an example  ol
the graphic output trom SHAD0W  PACK, a 3-D
modelling  package, developed at lspra. In this
case it is being used to study solar gains in
some of the buildings in the "Benchmark
Exoeriment"
Figure  73: The pie charts show the limiled  nature
oJ the auditors'  recommendations  for a house. In
all, only 3 energy saving measures  were
recommended,  whilst  a whole series  of
potentially  cost-eftective  measures  were
completed  neglected
TERRACE  HOUSE
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Figure  74: Experimental set-up for the
determination  of carbonyl  compounds  in
mainstream  (MS) and sidestream  (SS) cigarette
smoke.  A - sampling  train for MS smoke,
B - sampling  train for SS smoke, C - impinger
bottles, D - constant  llow personal  pumps,
E - watertraps, F - bypass valve, G - bellows
pump, H - tlow meter, J - plexiglass  tube
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Storting in 1987, fhe progromme  hos been focused on five reseorch  oreos:
Environmentol Chemicols, Afmospheric Pollution, Wofer Quolity, Chemicol
Woste ond Rodiooctive Environment Monitoring. The progromme  olso sup-
ports the EC environmentol  policy estoblished  by Direclorote  Generol  Xl. "En-
vironment,  Consumer  Protection ond Nucleor Sofety".
Environmento  I Chemicols.
The ECDIN (Environmenlol  Chemicols Doto Informolion Network) dotobonk
coveroge hos been extended by the incorporotion  of the BIG doto bose
(Belgion Fire Brigode Informolion Centre on Dongerous Substonces).  Informo-
tion on firsf meosures  in cose of roqd occidents involving chemicol substonces
is now ovoiloble.
The number of users of ECDIN is increosing, due to increosing interesl from
the USA, Jopon ond Austrolio.
Preliminory  contqcts hove been mode with the US Notionql  Science Foundo-
tion to involve ECDIN in estoblishing  o Biotechnology  Environmentol  Releqse
Dotobose (BERD).JRC ANNUAL  REPORT 'I987
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Figure  75: Laboratory  containing inorganlc mass
spectrometer  used for trace determination  and
isotopic  measurements
Figure 76: Environmental  pathway  0f trace 
..
metals; laboratory  leaching  experiments  on Jly
ashes by radioactive  tracers
,\
The coST concerted  oction "lndoor Air Quolity ond its lmpocl on Mqn", led
bv JRc, hos estoblished its initiol working progromme:  preporotion  of
guidelines for formoldehyde emissions,  invesligoiion of problem buildings ond
meosurement  of indoor pollulont levels.
The experimentol octivities of JRC were presented  of ihree inlernotionol foirs
where meosuremeni  of corbonyl compounds in ociive ond possive cigorette
smoke were performed. li wos shown thot more thon 90% of the totol pollu-
tont moss is conloined in possive smoke. On request of lhe Europeon Porlio-
menf, indoor oir quolity hos been ossessed during lhree meosuremenl
compoigns  in lhe Porlioment buildings of slrosbourg, Brussels ond Lux-
emoourg.
In lhe project on exposure ond heolth etfects of troce meiols, further results
hove been obloined on the distribution  of different lroce metols in humon
blood ond on the dose-etfect  relotionships of inorgonic orsenic compounds
in cell cultures, Systemotic  work on the determinotion of troce metols in lung
tissues. blood ond urine of the generol populotion continued in order to
estoblish boseline reference  volues. Neutron octivotion onolysis wos used to
study clinicol cose reports qnd lo diognose lung diseoses induced by troce
metol.
In the project on environmentol pothwoys, work begon on the chorocterizo-
tion of soiiond soil-pollutonl  interoction.  Experimenis wilh soils sompled  ot the
lspro s1e ond interocting with differenl trqce metols demonstroled the potentiol
oi rodiooctive  trocer meinoOs. A finite element model wos opplied to lhe trqce
metol mobilizotion  in ground-woter  from o cool fly-osh reposilory. The model
oredicled  thot the orsenic concentrotion in ground-woter  20 metres beneoth
ihe repository will persist for 60 yeors obove the moximum  permissible con-
centrotion level. os defined  in EC 80/778 Directive on drinking  woter quolity'
Atmospheric  Pollution (Acid deposition)
The role of noturollV emitted subslonces,  like terpenes  ond pinenes in chemicol
ond phoiochemicol tronsformotion of oir pollutonts  to ocidic compounds  wos
further investigoied, The reoclion of B-pipene with ozone in presence of sulphur
dioxide teodito sulphur contoining poriiculote  motter, of which ot leost 75%
is sulphote.  This finding  is similqr for dork ond sunlit conditions. In similor ex-
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Figure  77: Teflon  bags  used to study photo
chemical  reactions  of air pollutants  under
simulated  atmospheric  conditions
Figure 78: An interior view of the mobile  unit
used for in-field analysis  of atmospheric
Dollutants
periments with noturol terpene mixtures o ropid oxidotion of sulphur dioxide
to sulphote wos founo.
To contribute lo the understonding of the role ihot No3 rodicols ploy in lhe
night-time  chemistry of otmospheric pollutonts. reoCtions between  NO3
rodicols ond unsoturoted orgonic hydrocorbons of biologicol origin werd
sludied  using FT-lR (Fourier Tronsform-lnfrored  spectroscopy)  ono GC-Ils leos- Chromotogrophy-Moss  Speclrometry). Under loborolorv condilions,  the moin
products ore nitrole, pernitrote ond corbonyl functionol  groups,
on request of the Greek Ministry for lhe Environmenl, in Seplember the JRC
mobile loborotory for remote sensing of oir pollution performed extended oir
pollution  meosuremenls  in Greece (Athens ond Thessoloniki),  Especiolly high
volues of so2 were observed,  Doto evoluotion will continue os soon os
meteorologicol  doto ore ovoiloble.
A new duol-trop lrocer onolyser with o deteclion limit of 0,0,1 oot for perfluorocorbons wos purchosed ond iested. The mobile loborotory for "in-
field" releose, sompling ond onolysis  of otmospheric trocers is now ossembl-
ed ond reody for field compoigns.
Figure 79: A 450 | gas reaction  chamber
instrumented  with advanced  spectroscopic
analytical facilities (lR-FT  spectrometer  iR-diode
taser spectrometer,  UV-VIS assay  spectrometer),
used for laboratory sludies of night time
atmospheric  chemistry
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Figure 80: A side view of the three antennas  of
the S0DAR experiment  which  measures  vertical
wind profiles
A 3D-Doppler ocoustic rodor (soDAR). to determine  verticol wind vecTor  oro-
files, hos been purchosed ond works now ol lhe lspro site on o continuous
rouline bqsis, Another meteorologicol  insirument, o 3D sonic thermo-
onemometer  coupled with o fost-response  No2 onolyser hos been successful-
ly tested in o joini exercise with the Frounhofer Institute for Atmosoheric
Reseorch neor Roisting (Bovorio) for dry deposition meosurements.
The JRC conlribution to the cosT concerted oction 6,,|,,| "phvsico-chemicol
behoviour of olmospheric pollutonts" hos conlinued ond JRC scientists hove
been involved in the definition phose of the EUREKA  environmenlol projeci
EUROTRAC.
Loborotory work for extending the lspRA MARK 134 process for flue gos
desulphurisolion  to o combined desulphurisolion/denoxing  process continued.
Electrolytic reduction of nitrous oxide vio on iron-EDTA (Ethylendiomine
letroocetic ocid) complex  gove promising results. preliminory  experiments
showed o reduction  of nitrous oxide of the cothode comporiment of the elec-
lrolyticol cell, At lhe some time, of the onode comportment of the some ceil,
bromine to be used for oxidising sulphur dioxide to sulphuric ocid could be
regeneroted  from lhe hydrobromic ocid formed in ihe existing lspRA MARK
'l 3A process,
Figure  81: The lspra Mark  13A pilot plant near
completion  at the SARAS Refinery  comolex  in
Sardinia.  The plant is expected tb be operational
in the latter half of 
.1988
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Figure  82: Laser diffraction flow cytometry  for
measuring  the evaluation  of the algal biomass  in
a fresh water ecosystem
Figure 83: Two images of the Pedicestrum  duplex
aloae
afas seen using conventional  light microscopy
b) seen as a diffraction "fingerprint" using
laser  illumination
Troce Metol Pollution
lnenclosureexperimenlsonLokeComobbioinnorlhernltoly,oshollowloke
wilh periodicol  moss mortolity of fish during criticol strotificotion periods, the
physicol,  chemicol ond biologicol effects of ortificiol oxygenotion  were follow-
ed. for testing ihe ecotoxicity of nickel of low concentrotions (50 prgi 'l) the
mortolily ond reproduclion  rote of the woter fleo, Dophnio mogno, proved
1o be o voluoble bioindicotor. Further refinemenls of the flow cytometric
method developed ot lspro mode it possible fo identify olgol closses by
pholopigment outofluorescence  ond to quontify number ond size of cells
within populotions,  This con be used to ossess woter quolity in on objective
ond comporoble woy. To model the recovery of Loke Orto in_northern ltoly,
o highly polluted loke. o syslemotic inventory of troce-metols  (cu. cd. Pb. cr,
Ni. Zn) in dissolved.  porticulote  ond sediment phoses wos performed.
Chemicol Woste.
To sludy ihe fote ond environmentol  poihwoys of highly toxic compounds  con-
toined in chemicol woste, onolyticol procedures  for extroction ond onolysis
of polyhologenoled  oromotic compounds  from environmentol  somples were
developed,  These methods were further verified by use of 'taC rodiolobelled
dioxins ond polychlorinoted  biphenyls  (PCB). Risk ossessment  for humon ex-
posure to these'compounds, contoined in soot, incinerqtor fly osh' polluted
soils ond induslriol  wostes, wos performed  by ossigning  toxiciiy equivolent  foc-
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Figure  84: REM:  Interrogation  of the data bank'
ii this case. to obtain the measurements  ol the
radioactive  levels in areas of France
tors to eoch compound ond including foctors for source composition ond
bioovoilobilitY.
The Chemicol Emergency Monogement  (ChEM) decision support system hos
been further devetoped. The firsimodule is now operoting ond con ideniify
the levels of threot reloted to the most common types of occidenls  involving
PCBs.
Rodiooctivity Environmentol Monitoring (REM)
After the chernobyl  occideni, numerous meosurements hove been perform-
ed in the differeni countries offected by the occident'
The necessity of storing the numerous results of these meosurements on on
iniernotionol  bosis led the JRC to creole the REM dotobose'
During lhe reporting period the dqto bose hos grown to o size of oboui 200.000
rodiooctivily  meosuremenls,  moinly from member countries of the EEC' Por-
ticulor core hos been devoted to the menu-driven enquiry procedure' which
is fully tronsporeni ond user-friendly.
The meosurements were obtoined from nqtionol  offices ond from universities'
smoll loborotories, eic. They hove been introduced into the dotobose  from
different supports. ,u"n ot mognetic topes, floppy disks or simply copying doto
from officiol Popers'
A user's group. creoted to ossist the JRC in developing ond checking  the
dotobose, met in the middle of the yeor'
As o complement io the rodiologicol  doto, meteorologicol ond roinfoll doto
were otso gothered for the perioO of interesl. 26th April to 'lSth Moy. '1986'
The doto-set of meteorologicol meosuremenls,  such os wind velocity ond
Jirl"iion, sky_cover, humidity, lemperoture,  pressure, ond turbulence. wos lhen
mothemoticollytreoted  to obtqin fine-mesh  grid volues for pressure ond wind
fields. From tnis intormotion ii is eosy to obtoin plume trojectories  ot different
oltitudes.
The roinfoll doto include precipitotion  volues for olmost oll the EC countries
on o doily bosis. There ore moie lhon ,,|,000,000 doto points. In order to ob-
toin useful informotion for oreo-overoged  deposition, odvonced stotisticol  fit-
ting techniques such os froclols ore being successfully employed'
The lorge sel of informotion  ovoiloble ond the possibility_of  running ol lspro
long-ro-nge tronsport compuier models (MC-LAGPAR'  MESOS' ocquired  in this
p"iioo) h-os led us to support the porticipotion  of the Europeon commission
in the model comporison  lounched by the IAEA ond WMO'
Atthesomelime,onefforttoimproveondhormonizethemeosurement
methodologies omong the countries  in order lo increose the volidity, occurqcy
onO 
"o.p6robility 
oithe resulis hos olso storted, In this frome, o workshop
hos been orgonized of lspro with ihe porticipotion of mony reseorchers  in the
field,
The dotobose is being extended to cover the period_before  ihe chernobyl
occident bock to 498I, using the doto obtoined  by DG V, Heolth ond Sofety
in complionce to Art. 35-36;f the Eurotom Treoty. These dolo will be used
topreporetheECperiodicoIreportsonrodiooctivity|eve|sintheEC.
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Applicolion of Remole
Sensing Techniques
Figure  85: Land cover  map over the Arddche
region (F) obtained  by automatic  classilication
'1987 wos morked by o significont growth in this octivity, with the stort of two
new projecls, microwove remote sensing, ond ogriculturol  sfotistics, the lot-
ler being o supporl  requested  by the Directorole  6enerol forAgriculture ond
the stolislicol otfice of the EC. Ail fhe projecls were guideo o! tne need to
develop procticol opplicotions  of spoce sotellite ooto tor the needs of end
users, principolly the Commission Services  (six Direclorotes  Generot  ore cur-
rently concerned).  The work should qlso fovour the growth of commerciol "volue-odded"  services in the opplicotion of doto from spoce sofellites.
Agriculture ond Lond Use
within the projecl "Lond  Use plonning  in Europeon MorginolAreos.,, the moin
results during '1987 were the invenlory ond moppirig of soil occupotion
(ogriculture ond forestry)  over fhe Deportment ot nroelne (F) by outomotic
clqssificqlion methods,  using doto from theThemqtic  Mopper irir,|)(30 m resotu_
tion) of the Londsol-S soteltite.
The first clossificotion  ond mopping  wos obtoined  for the whole deportment
(5q9 000 ho)using monotemporolTM  doto. Thevegetotion  cotegories os defin-
ed by the French Ministry of Agriculture,  ore rothe-r brood, buliery importont
from the economic ond environmenlol  pointof view: vineyords, orcnoros, mix- eo crops, permonent grosslonds, shrublonds ond moorlonds, foresls (deciduous,coniferous,  mixed). The totol oreos of vegeioiion cotegories
colculoted  from sotellile imoges compore very well with ihe officiol inv6ntory
of the French Ministry of Agricullure for the nioecne oeportmeni.
lmprovement of the resu-lts ond especioily the mopping accurqcy ot rocol
level, requires the use of multitemporql doto ond ine dr-evelopment  of per_
field/per-segment  methods to toke locol spotiol informolion  into occount, rwo importont pockoges were deveroped  ond tested os port of the movement
towords the use of multitemporol per-segment methods
o) relief informoiion wos introduced inlo the geomefric registrotion of imoges
token ot differeni times, by using o digitot elevolion mboet for the whote
deparfment  (moximum  registrorion erior 0.s io ,r pixel over the whore of Ard6che);
b) A multibond. mullidole outomolic segmentotion melhod wos developed
bosed on o globor clustering  ond cruster mopping of lhe dotq, The method
wqs found to work sotisfoctorily.
Figure  86: Radiomelric  measurements  made over
a sunllower crop by means of a radiometer  with
tne same spectral  bands as the Thematic
Maoper  Satellite
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As o complemenl  to JRC support for the monogement  of the "less fovoured
or"ot" (Gn), tne "Collqborotive Progromme", consisling of o series of joint
projects (see toble 5) executed by o network of 25 notionol insiitutes or
ioborotories  in Europe, entered on octive phose. The moin studies use remole
sensing for the moniloring  ond monogement of lond-use,  ogriculture, forestry,
postur5 lond ond soil moisture  in typicoltest-sites of Europeon morginol oreos'
inemotic  Mopper ond SPOT doto were delivered to ihe project teoms ond
their processing  is in progress,  A speciol etfort is being mode to integrote dit
ferenl notionoidotoboses  ond informotion gothered from remoie sensing
sotellites by using geogrqphicol  informotion systems (GlS)'
JRC stoff visited oll the porticipoting insiitutes, to consolidote ond orienlote
the progromme.  The network  estqblished within the colloborotive  Progromme
will hov6 on importont role in strengthening Europeon  developmeni of remote
sensing methods ond computer pockoges odopled to the highly divergent
regionit ond locol problems reloted to the monogement  of LFA.
The project "surveillonce of Renewoble Resources in Africo", in s.upport of DG
Vlll ond governmentol ogencies of western Africon countries,  hos been re-
structure6 qround three t6pics which hove os o common  theme the study of
vegetotion  dynomics in the tropicol oreo:
-  Monitoring  of roinfed foodcrops: o strqtificolion  procedure for ogriculturol
oreos wos proposed. lt involves the integrotion  of different remote sensing
sources ond oims of providing o spoce-bosed fromework for ogriculiurol
surveys. The melhod  is beinglested  in pilot projects by the stqlisticol  ser-
vices of ihe counlries  involved in the project. At o more detoiled level, results
of rqdiomelric meosurements over experimenlol fields in Moli ollow better
correlotion  between the vegetotion  index ond biomoss production'
Figure  87: The AVHRR instrument carried 0n
board the N0AA  satellites  provides  regional
views of resource  distribution on a nearly  daily
basis.  The image shown here is used to study
the seasonal development  of vegetation  and the
role of fires (red dots) as an agent  of
environmental  degradation
Figure  88: Analysis  0f SPOT satellite data in a
multistage  sampling scheme to study the role of
vegetation  in the hydrology  0f the Upper Niger
watershed  oJ GuineaENVIRONMENT
-  Study of the Upper Niger wotershed in Guineq:  the vegetotion cover over
specific cotchment oreos wos chorocterised.  For eoch colchmenr  oreo
o vegetotion index (one volue per oreo) wos computed from Londsot-MSS
imogery during lhe dry seosons ot 4975, 4985 ond ,,|986. The comporison
of the three situotions  ollowed lhe cotchment oreos to be clossed occor-
ding to the degrodotion of the vegelotion.  On lhe bosis of this diognosis,
priority qreos for protection hove been selected ond proposed to the Direc-
torole Generol for Development which is involved.  with the Guineon Govern-
ment, in o development progromme  on fhe Upper Niger wotershed  in
Guineo.
-  Study of tropicol deforestotion: ,l ond 4 km resolution AVHRR doto in the
southern  port of Wesl Africo wos used, moinly to observe southern  Guineo.
So for. the study hos shown how lhe vegetofion  index coupled with ther-
mol doto, leods to o better underslonding  of fhe dynomics of the sovonno-
forest interfoce, Fires identified on the AVHRR imoges were interpreted in
terms of deforestotion octivities. This reseorch is oimed qt o clossificotion
of vegetotion (especiolly forest-nonforest)  ond on onolysis of the seosonol-
multiqnnuol dynomics of lorge oreos considered  ecologicolly sensitive.  The
informotion will be inlegroted into development  proposols by the Direc-
torote Generol for Development.
Monitoring  fhe Morine Environmenl
within the Archimedes  Project (remote  sensing of hydrocorbons  ond biogenic
films ot seo) the JRC ond the University of otdenburg (FRG) orgonized the in-
fernolionol  colloquium  "Remote  sensing of pollution of the seo", Morch 3,1
to April 3, 1987, ot the University of oldenburg. The proceedings were edited
by the JRC ond oldenburg ond the JRC wos responsible for their publicotion
ond distribution,
The globol report on the Archimedes ll experiment (November  ,l9gs) wos
published by fhe JRC ot the end of 4987 . The experiment hos improved the
onolysis  by remote sensing of hydrocorbons  ond of biogenic thin films on the
seq surfoce. A smoll complementory exercise (Archimedes  llo), oimed ot fill-
ing the gops in Archimedes ll, will toke ploce in April ,l9gg; test siles hqve oeen
chosen on the Dutch continentol  shelf.
Figure  89: ARCHIMEDES  ll - a schematic
indication  ol the flight paths over  a test area
giving position  and direction of aircraft relative
to the oil spill
Figure  90: ARCHIMEDES  il - an oil spitl
described  here as linearly scaled colbured
levels ot back scattered  radar signal power
(SARSCAT)
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Pollulion of the seo by dongerous substonces other lhon hydrocorbons will
become the subject of the current Archimedes Project,  This wos tockled by
gothering lists of priority dongerous substonces  from differenl ogencies, follow-
ed by o preliminory exominotion of lheir known properties.
In project "Cooslol Tronsport of Pollution", Themotic Mopper  (TM) scenes of
polluted coosiol woter were interpreted. An experiment wos corried out
oround the Gulf of Noples in colloborotion with severol ltolion institules.
Chlorophyll  ond suspended  sedimenls, surfoce temperoture ond spectrol ir-
rodionce were meosured  directly in the seo, ond combined  with TM imoge
processing, to ossess the possibility  of monitoring the woter quolity in on oreo
chorocterized  by heovy urbon ond industriol loods. TM oppeors lo be only
slighfly  inferior for fhis purpose to the "Coostol Zone Colour Sconner"  (CZCS),
imoges token by o now defunci solellile, ond to be o volid substilute in tur-
bid coostol woters.
Modificotion  of codes for CZCS dqtq eloborotion ot low sun ongles hove been
performed ol lspro while qbout 40 CZCS scenes were processed to study the
evolulion  in lime of phytoplonkton  ond totol suspended motter olong the
Adriotic coost of ltoly. A computer code for lhe superposition  of single ond
time overoged CZCS themotic scenes with boihigrophic  mclps wos
developed.
Figure  91: A map 0f chlorophyll concentration
(mg/ms)  of the coastline  facing the Naptes
harbour  (l). The image was derived from TM
data of Nov. ll. 1987 and a comoarison  with
c0ntemporary  in-situ measurements
Figure 92: A chlorophyll concentralion  map ol the
north Adriatic coastline  of ltaly derived from
CZCS  data. High chlorophyll concentrations  are
denoted here in red with the lowest
concentrations  in the predominantly  blue area
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Figure  93: Deployment 0l lhe spectroradiometer
during an exercise  in the Bay of Naples, ltaly
A field rodiometer  with high spectrol resolution  wos tested in the seo environ-
ment ond the softwore  necessory for the onolysis ond interpretolion of the doto
is being developed.  A method  for otmospheric correclions  of oirborne scon-
ner doto is being developed under on od-hoc controcl.
The tronsient 3-dimensionol  hydrodynomic circulotion model of the Adriotic
Seo wos implemented on the Amdohl 5050 computer os for os the inclusion
of lhe possive constiluents.
Opticol ond in-silu meosurements of yellow substonces  ond chlorophyll in the
Germon Bight hove been onolyzed. The results will be compored wiih oirborne
sconner dolo ond LIDAR meosurements,
For lhe study of the West Africon coostol upwelling, mops of chlorophyll-like
pigmenl  concentrotions ond seo surfoce temperoture  derived from CZCS ond
AVHRR historicol doto from US Nimbus-7 ond NOAA sotellites  hove been com-
pored with post convenlionol meosurements  oi seo. These meosurements
hove led to o description of the lorge scole seosonol oceonogrophic vorio-
tions of lhe seo surfoce of Northwest  Africo. Speciol ottenlion hos been poid
to quosi-permonenl  plumes representing locol fluxes of biologicol produc-
tion from lhe upwelling shelf into the open oceon, which were procticolly
unknown  until now.
For o temporol description  of the upwelling  in 4987 , bi-monthly AVHRR imoges
ond relevont meteorologicol  doily doto were collecled ond processed.  The
necessory  procedures were derived for processing AVHRR imoges io
geometricolly  corrected mopS of seo surfoce temperoture. The finol softwore
will be developed under controcl  os port of the ERDAS  soflwore  system. The
procedure  ond the softwore  will be ovoiloble for other users.
Figure  94: Sea surface  temperature  map, derived
Irom remote sensing  AVHRR data, of the
northwest  African upwelling area for 3 June
1987, and lhe map of the wrnd field for the
same day. Coastal upwelling characterised  by
low water temperatures,  is caused  by the trade
winds persistently  blowing  towards the equator
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Figure 95: A remote  sensing simulation  facility
developed at the JRC lspra, for remote  spectral
and time characterisation  of laser induced
fluorescence
Advonced  fechniques
Within the project "Developmenl of Loser Fluorosensing Techniques", lhe finol
configurotion  of the oirborne fluorosensor hos been lqid down by the con-
trocting compony ond o lorge port of the opporotus  hos been ossembled,
using o mode-locked Nd-YAG loser bose on o single oscillotor configurotion.
This loser is copoble of operoting oi o ',|0 Hz repetition rote, providing lighf
ot 355 nm for oil fluorescence  excitotion  ond of 532 nm for chlorophyll
meosurement.  In fhis technique o loser beom is used to induce fluorescence
in thin films of orgonic subsfqnces on the surfoce of woter. Chorocteristics  of
fhe fluorescence permit the identificotion of ihe substonce ond the meosure-
ment of the film,
A system wos devised  ot lspro to reproduce colibroted  oil films for lesting lhe
fluorosensor. This hos ollowed  us to verify the feosibility of meosuring the
thickness of oil films by fluorescence  using two excitotion frequencies, In-
conclusive  results were obioined by the "woter Romon ottenuolion"  method
due to non-reproducible qnd unpredictoble  spreoding of the oils under tesl
on the woter surfoce.
The remote sensing simulotion fqcility hos been upgroded to motch os for
os possible  the performonce of lhe oirborne  fluorosensing  opporotus. Follow-
ing the implementotion  of o slreok comero for ihe multispeclrol temporol
onolysis of the fluorescent pulse, fhe presently ovoiloble  loser source wos
modified lo norrow the pulse width io 0.5 ns.
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A meoningful  correlotion of oil fluorescence efficiencies with vorious
poromelers  of the fluorescence,  such os decov time ond speclrol
chorocteristics,  wos obtoined  for o represenlotive number of crude oils. Nor-
molizqtion ogoinsl colibroted meosuremenls  on o stondord (quinine
bisulphote)  ollowed lhe spectrol conversion  coefficient  "to be obtoined".
A formol ogreement hos been estoblished wilh three ltolion Deportments  (En-
vironment,  Merchont Novy ond Civil Protection) oimed ot cooperotive  field-
testing of lhe oirborne fluorosensor, As o first step of o lesiing progromme  rong-
ing from ground-bosed to in-flighl conditions, o projecf hos been drown up
for lhe operotion of the loser fluorosensor os o mobile unii instolled in o von.
A morket study for the oirborne fluorosensor done by o Dutch controctor,
reveoled considerqble interest in lhe JRC instrument omong seo woter
surveillqnce bodies in Europe. They porticulorly  expressed inferest in using lhe
fluorosensor for scientific  studies preliminory to lhe development  of operotionol
systems, for monitoring such things os chlorophyll ond chemicol pollution,
The "Microwove  Remote Sensing" project wos storted in ,1987. Three
preporotory sleps, were inifioted: signoture reseqrch,  oirborne experimenls
ond demonstrotion  projects. Most of the work wqs performed under conlrocl.
Two studies  in signofure reseorch were ploced with leoding Europeon  reseorch
institutes.  Both concerned fhe onolysis of the mojor scottering centres of plonts.
Smoll coniferous trees were selected  os model torgefs. The studies produced
o number of new results which will hove o consideroble  influence on fuiure
modelling  of the interoction of the eleciromognelic wove lorget, in future
signoture meosurements, ond in the interpretotion of rodor imoge doto.
The oirborne experiments, come in lwo mojor ports. One wos the conlinuo-
tion of the AGRISAR  86 experiment.  After o quolity check of ihe imoges it wos
decided to reprocess most of it in order io provide the users with relioble  in-
puts for their invesligotions.  The preliminory results were presented during o
workshop of the end of the yeor. The positive reoctions resulled in o recomon-
dotion thot the doto evoluotions be continueq.
Figure 96: Ground data being  collected  at the
Feltwell (UK) Test Site for the AGRTSCATT
Campaign.  Comprehensive and well documented
ground  data are essential  for sionature research
and lor EURACS
Figure  97: An X-band  airborne  synthetic aperture
radar  image acquired  with the French  VARAN-S
system  for the AGRISCATT  Campaign.  The
image is of the 0berpfoffenhofen  Test Site in
Germany. The DFVLR  airfield is shown in the
centre of the image
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Considerobte effort wos put into the joint ESAI/JRC AGRISCATT compoign ond
flighis were mode over four Europeon ogriculturol sites (essentiolly  the some
os for AGRISAR)  with one scotterometer ond Synthetic Aperture Rodors.  The
JRC porticipoted  in this oirborne  experiment  by developing, iogether  with ex-
lernol experls, o cotologue of slondord ground doto porometers  to be col-
lected in porollel with the flights. A number of controcts  were ploced which
qssured the requisite collection of ground doto. The dolo quolity is now be-
ing evoluoted.
To tronsform these efforts into o useful lool for microwove remote sensing, lhe
JRC olso initioted o first ottempt to creote q rodor cross section dotobose,
EURACS.  This doto set will contoin stondord ground porometers os well os
colibroled, verified rodor cross sections. This wos o first feosibility study on the
structure of such o dotobose'
The third octivity wos the preporolion  of o demonstrolion projecl within the
USiGermon-ttolion SIR-C/X-SAR Shuttle experiment.  The proposol is ploced by
the JRC within the fromework  of the plonned  ERS-'l pilol-project, The selected
oPPlicotion wos lo foreslrY,
Table 5: National  and International Projects in the collaborative  Programme  for LFA
Title of the Proiecl
Management  Models using Remote Sensing and 0lS in
Land Use and Forestry
Land Use monitoring  (lorestry, grass-land)
Land Resources  Management  in Uplands
Soil Water Management  for agricultural  area
Development  0f Land In{ormation System using SGE0S
(forestry, grassland,  agricultural  land use)
Remote Sensing and AgrohYdrologY
ldentification  ot ecological'economic changes in lragile
mountain zones
Study by RS of the etlect 0f decline in agriculture  and
nalural environment in UPlands
Inventory of Vegetation Coverage  and soils
Development  of and operational model  for crop inventory
and land polential
Use of physical  socioeconomic  indicators for less
lavoured areas buy the use 01 SGE0S data
In{ormation  system for land use planning using SGE0S data
Land Use in LFE (stress due to moist cond.'  olives,
cereals, heathlands)
Area
Denmark, Greece and France
Central lreland
Northerm Wales,  UK
Netherlands,  Greece,  France
Transitional  test-site  Ardennes-
Eitel- Limburg-Lorraine-
Luxembourg
Famenne  southern  Belgium
Central France
Central France
Arddche,  France
Tuscany,  ltaly
Puglia,  ltaly
Axios plain, Northerm Greece
Messina Province, SW
Peloponnes,  Greece
Instiluto re$ponsible and collabotation
Bureau  oi Land Data, Vejle Denmark, France, Greece,
lrsland,
University  College  Dublin, Trinity College  Dublin et al.
lnstitutes  and Agencies in Wales - Institute for terrestrial
ecology,  Bangor, UK.
Institute tor Land and Water Management  Res.
Wageningen,  Netherlands,  France, Greece
Eaux et torCts/CEPS-INSTEAD, Luxembourg,  Germany'
France,  Belgium and Netherlands
Lab. d'Hydraulique  Agricole,  Gembloux - B.
CNRS Paris, Frahce
RS Unit, Ministry of Environmeni,  Neuilly,  France
Minislry of Agricullure, Paris, France
IATA, Florence, ltaly
Aquater, S. Lorenzo,  ltaly
School  of Agriculture,  Thessaloniki,  Greece, France, Uk'
Laboratory of Geography, University 0l Athens,  Greeca
Greek Insiilutes and organisations,  France, UK' Belgium.
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Industriql Hazords
Figure  98: lspra Risk Management  Support
Systems (lRlMS);  an example ol data output
describing  the road nelwork in Europe and
generation of diJferent paths from Menningen  to
Paris. The cargo lransported is 100 tons of
chlorine  whose HMCHEM code can be seen in
the left top corner of the map
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The Industriol Hozords  reseorch progromme hos been better defined, These
octivities complemenf the shored-cost multionnuol progromme in the field of
Mojor Technologicol  Hozords  ond support the regulotory octions  of DG Xt wifhin
the frome of lhe EC directive on "Mojor Accident Hozords of Certoin Induslriol
Activities".
Accident Prevention
The Benchmork  Exercise on Mojor Hozords  Anolysis (BE-MHA),  which oims to
compore  risk studies independenfly performed by ditferenl experf teoms on
the some subject, hos been finolized. The BE-MHA oims ot estoblishing o stote-
of-the-orl review of procedures,  methods, models ond dofoboses for risk
onolysis  of chemicol focilities; of ossessing corresponding uncertointies ond
limitolions  ond of contributing  towords common  opprooches for onolysis. The
subjecl wos on ommonio sloroge focility with under seo ond underground
pipelines connecling it to o seo terminol ond to in-plont sforoge focitities,
Tf9 oroject  is portlyfunded bythe shored-cost mulfionnuoloction progromme
(DG xll) on Mojor Technologicol Hozords, by DG Xl (Environment,  consumer
Protection & Nucleor  sofety) ond by the JRC. The JRC ensures the coordino-
tion of fhe project ond will perform the evoluotion of the results (expected by
mid 4989),
The projecf involves ',|3 Europeon teoms representing obouf 20 orgonizofions
from ',|0 Europeon countries ond belonging to industry, governmentot  booies,
reseorch institufes ond speciolized consultont groups,
whereos industriol ond reseorch bodies such os SNAM progetti  (l). ENICHEM
(l), ond GRs (FRG)showed interest in the informotic  fools olreody developed
for reliobility onolysis, significonl  progress  hos been ochieved towords theJRC ANNUAL  REPORT 4987
Figure 99: A small scale multiphase  -
multicomponent  fluid llow test lacility  installed at
the JRC lspra
developmenl  of on expert system, STARS (Softwore  Tool for Advonced Reliobility
ond Sofety onolysis),  in colloborotion  with RISO (DK)ond towords tools bosed
on the DYLAM (Dynomic Logic Anolylicol Melhodology) opprooch for
evoluoting incident scenorios.
The MARS (Mojor Accident Reporting System) occident dolobose  is fully opero-
tionol in ogreement wilh DG Xl in occordonce with the Seveso directive. Ac-
cidents reported by the Member Slotes hove been recorded, ond lheir onolysis
hos begun.
In colloborolion with the Dutch Ministry for environmentol offoirs, the inlegroted
lspro Risk Monogemenl  Support (lRlMS) softwore system is being developed
to produce comporotive  risk scenorios for the production, tronsporl ond use
of chlorine in the Nelherlonds.  The syslem  now includes  o 3-dimensionol model
ollowing risk onolysis for heovy gos diffusion ond crisis monogemenl.
Accidenf Mitigotion ond Control
JRC reseorch octivities on lhe chemicol ond thermodynomic  behoviour of
runowov  reoctions  include, lhe construclion  of the experimentol  focility FIRES
(Focility for Investigoling  Runowoy Events Sofety) The focility is mostly intend-
ed to volidote specific numericol codes for control of induslriol chemicol pro-
cesses, such os polymerizotion ond nitrotion, ond to ossess eorly worning
svstems. FIRES consists of stondord chemicol  reoctor ('l 00 litres, provided for
pressures of '1 6 bor) housed in o bunker,  with control ond dolo ocquisition
syslems ond ouxiliory equipment. Bunker  bosemenl, chemicol loborotory ond
control room hove been built, while reoclor ond ouxiliory equipments ore
reody for instollotion.
Complemenlory  reseorch  in mu ltiphose-multicomponent  (MPMC) f luid f low hos
been performed by the improved smoll scole MPMC{ocility,  This hos includ-
ed phenomenologicol studies on the influence of geometry ond physicol pro-
perlies on two-phosq fluid flow regimes,  depressurizotion  tests ond porometric
studies io ossess the opplicotion of the SAFIRE code on predicting flow
behoviour inventing systems.
Colloborotion  with the DIERS (Design  Instilute for Emergency Relief Systems)  users
group hos been conlinued  with the onolysis of the DIERS group's improved
SAFIRE code.
JRC octivities on runowoy  reoctions ore discussed ond reviewed  by the Euro-
oeon Contoct Group on Runowoy Reoctions which includes  industriol port-
ners (Rhone Poulenc ond Roussel  UCLAF (F). Hoechst  (FRG), lcl (UK). DSM (NL)
ond governmentol ond reseorch instilulions (University College-Dublin (lRL),
TNO (NL). ENEA-DISP  ond University  of Piso (l), HSE ond Polytechnic of the South
Bonk- London (UKl.
79ln 4987 the reoctor rouline operotion wos uneventful oport from o minor inci-
dent with on isotope production focility which resulted in the loss of two doys
reqctor ooerotion.
Routine moinlenonce of lhe reoctor ond modificotion octivities (including  the
upgroding of the new primory heqt exchongers) were corried out in the moin
stop periods in MorchiApril ond July 4987 . Other generol  octivilies such os
ossembly,  tesling ond commissioning,  operotion, dismontling,  neutron
rodiogrophy,  etc.. which ore connected with HFR irrodiotion projects. progress-
ed in lhe normol wov.
During ',|987 the HFR supporled  reseorch ond development  progrommes of
omongsl others KFA JUlich (FRG), KWU Erlongen  (FRG), KfK Korlsruhe (FRG), ECN
Petten (NL), Interotom  (FRG).  IRE Fleurus (B)ond CEC progrommes, The individuol
projects  were in o number of importqnl oreos, such qs:
.  Sofety ospecis of nucleor fission energy.
r  lrrodiolion  of moteriols  for controlled fusion opplicotions.
r  Neutron octivotion  onolysis for geologicol ond environmentol studies.
.  Fundomentol reseorch  with neuiron beoms,
.  The production  of rodioisotopes,
.  Non-desfructive  testing by neutron rodiogrophy.
Aclivilies of the HFR progromme  moy be highlighted  os follows:
o Among the vorious irrodiotions  performed in the HFR, one experiment is in
support of the High Temperoture  Gos Cooled Reoclor  (HTR) ond concerns
the long term irrodioiion of insirumented HTR sphericql fuel elements.  In ,,|987
the experiment completed 600 full power doys ond the occumuloted doto,
unique for the HTR designer, include meosurements of temperolure  fields
os o function of neutron fluence ond burn-up for sphericol fuel elements.
Figure  100: HFR Utilisation  - theoretical
percentage  HFR  occupation  based on a tariff lor
the period  1986-1990
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Figure 101: View of some of the experimental
equipment  situated  around  the reactor pool, in
use for irradiations  in the HFR
Figure  102: Detail from an Epithermal  neutrograph
of mixed  oxide fuel pins in the HFR experiment
P0T0l\4,  indicating melted fuel region
Also in the frome of ihe Germon HTR development  progromme  onother
irrodiotion corried out in the HFR studies the behoviour of grophite design-
ed for use in lhe HTR reflector.  The torget fost neutron fluence ot 2'6,4022
cm 2 (EDN)wos  reoched during the yeor,following o totol irrodiotion time
of obout 4 yeors.
Two other irrodiotions  belong lo the group of experiments wilhin lhe Fost
Breeder Reoctor (LMFBR) progromme. The first experiment.  nomed RELIEF,
consisted of six months of irrodiotion ond four specioltronsients simuloting
operotionoltronsients  in o typicol LMFBR.  The experiment  is equipped  with
o speciolly designed (ond poiented)  sensing system. consisting of o con-
centric series of miniolure sieel bellows which ore odjusled  by gos pressure,
such thot the fuel ond clodding displocement of the fuel pin con be
meosured  during o tronsient. lt is inlended to demonsirote thot the effqct
of lhe fuel displocemenl  on the reoctivity of lhe reoclor is less severe thon
onticipoled in conservotive  sofely onolyses, hence giving "relief" to reoc-
tor operotors.
The second experiment, nomed POTOM. is the fifth in series of short irrodio-
tions which deliberolely couse portiol melting in lhe fuel, The oim of lhe
experimenl is to determine lhe lineor fissile power ol which fuel melting first
occurs ond olso to studV the effeci of continued  operotion  with melted fuel.
For lhe lotter, it wos successfully  demonstroted by the irrodiotion of 2 por-
tiolly melted fuel pins (melting confirmed by neutron rodiogrophy)for  one
whole reoctor cycle thot the continued irrqdioiion  of o portiolly melted fuel
pin would hove no detrimentol effecl to lhe conlinued  operotion of o power
reocior.
The LWR irrodiotion progromme of the HFR primorily oddresses  fuel irrodio-
lion experiments  with pre-irrodioted  fuel rod segments (pre-irrodioled  in
commerciol power reoctors).
8lEXPLOITATION  OF THE HFR
Figure  103: ln-pile section  o1 an ISoLDE
radiation  device  for the HFR Petten
The mojor topics of LWR fuel irrodiotion experimenls completed in '1987 or
continuing in '1988 ore: power re-romping  for the investigotion of the
posluloied memory effecf, extended burn-up behoviour of MOX fuel rods,
power romping behoviour of BWR fuel rods (ond subsequenf  return to o
power reoctor for odditionol burn-up occumulotion), power romping
behoviour of PWR fuel rods hoving sfondord ond/or odvonced  design,lron-
sient fission gos releose ond iodine releose under simulofed in-pile loss-of-
coolont occident (LOCA) conditions.
The previously menfioned iodine releose experiment (ISOLDE), which hod
o high priority in 1987, is now opprooching its finolstoge ond the plonned
fest series will quontify  under controlled conditions  the iodine releqse from
o fuel rod domoged by over heoting during the course of o LOCA. The
fests were initioted by the findings in connection  with the "Three Mile lslond"
occident, which led to on iodine releqse into the biosphere which were
orders of mognitude lower thon expected.
o In the field of controlled fusion reoctor developmenl  fwo projects  should
be reported. One experiment,  which wos storted in 1987, will provide the
first irrodiotion dqto for o liquid breeder moteriol. A port from tritium ex-
troction mefhods, rotes of tritium permeotion through reference woll
mqteriol ore being sfudied using on existing out-olpile instollotion  (Tritium
Meosuring  Stotion).
In lhe frome of onother irrodiotion  deoling with superconducling  moteriol,
the recently developed  "high temperoture" superconducting moteriol
YBo2Cu3O7 hos been irrodioled in the HFR. This is to our knowledge the
first time in the world thot this hos been corried oul. Firsl meosuremenls  show
thotthe most interesting moteriol properties.  i,e. criticolfemperotures  ond
criticol current density, ore not noticeobly  ollered by o fosl neutron fluence
of between  40'16 ond $,'lQae srn-2.
.  In '1987 the producfion of rodioisolopes increosed. For exomple  224235U
torgefs (compored lo',|83 in ',|984)were irrodioted ond tronsported to ihe
customer  for reprocessing.  The objective  of these irrodiotions is the recovery
of 99Mo for the monufocfure of trocer rodioisotopes  for medicol opplico-
tions. New promising contocfs were mode wifh other interested orgoniso-
tions in Belgium, Hungory ond the United Kingdom,
.  With respect to the industriol use of non-desfructive  fesfing of moteriols by
neutron rodiogrophy (scheduled  fo stort in '1988/89) on essenliol extension
lowords subthermol neutrons of the existing beom tube focility ILONCA wqs
completed.
r  The overoge utilizotion of HFR reoched 84"/" ol the procticol limif of oc-
cupotion.
The lorge number of existing irrodiotion projects will ensure o high occupo-
tion of the HFR in 4988 ond in the following yeors.
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TO OTHER
COMMISSION
SERVICESThe JRC scienlific ond technicol ex-
oeriise  is mode ovoiloble lo vorious
Commission deportments for the for-
mulotion  ond the implementoiion of
Community policies. This scientific
ond technicol support covers severol
types of octivity:
o theoreticol studies or loborotory
WOTK
.  ossislonce in monogement of
reseorch Projects or controcts
.  scientific  ond lechnicol expertise
ond eloborotion of elements of
Council directives or recommen-
dolions.
During ',|987. these octivities ore
represenling only 3% of the onnuol
turnover  of the JRC; this shore is never-
iheless foreseen to be increosing in
the future.
An illustrotion  of this support to the
vorious Community policies is given in
figure 3.
The most significont  ochievemenls of
4987 ore brieflv mentioned  in the next
poges.
Generql Supporl lo
Cooperolion qnd Mufuol
Assislqnce in Gqse of
Disosler
The JRC lsoro ossisted lhe Generol
Secretoriot in preporing o com-
municotion by the Commission  to the
Council in the field of Civil Protection.
The JRC is olso providing lechnicol
ossistonce for the preporotion  of the
VADEMECUM  of Civil Profection in the
Europeon Community ond the set uP
of the inventory ond the interconnec-
tion of doto bonks on noturol ond
mon mode disosters  in the Europeon
Community.
JRC Supporl for Infernolionql
Cooperolion ond for
Developmenl
Nucleor Sofeguords
In the fromework  of the politicol ond
technicol cooperofion of lhe Com-
Figure 104: A percentage  breakdown  0f the total
JRC support  to the Community  policies
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munity with the IAEA, on increosing ef-
fort hos been dedicoted lo fechnicol
ossistonce to the IAEA Sofeguords
Deporfment,  in the hormonizotion  of
lechniques ond procedures of poten-
tiol use in sofeguording the nucleqr
fuel cycle,
Troining  courses for IAEA inspectors
hove been orgonised  in the PREPERLA
focility.
Upwelling off fhe coost of
northwest Africo
The JRC hos improved the underslon-
ding of the upwelling phenomenon
off lhe NW Africqn coosl by the
onolysis of sotellile doto. The seo sur-
foce temperoture hos been process-
ed from bi-monthly  sotellife imoges
together with doily meleorologicol
dolo. Spreoding plumes ond eddies
thot were proclicolly unknown unfil
now in lhis oreo were demonsfroted.
The methods developed ore very pro-
mising in improving monitoring ond
understonding of the interoctions  bet-
ween oceonogrophy  ond biologicol
oclivities, necessory  for the monoge-
menl of the living resources,
Remote sensing ond
deserlificotion in Sohelion
countries
The JRC Surveillonce  Project  (Surveil-
lonce des Ressources Noturelles  Re-
nouvelobles en Afrique) hos con-
tinued in the frome of the project
"Monitoring dynomics  of deserlifico-
lion of the boundories of Sohoro us-
ing remote sensing lechniques".
Solellite Doto Archives
Current reseorch on the vegelotion
dynomics of WestAfrico  mokes inten-
sive use of time series of sotellite dotq;
low resolution doto qre used. Limifed
series of "AVHRR" doto from lhe
weother sotellifes NOAA-7 ond
NOAA-9 currentlv ovoiloble ot the JRC
will be completed through the oc-
quisition of the longesl exisling or-
chive covering Wesl Africo. The
femporol sequence  of vegetotion in-
dex meosurements  over selecfed sites
will be used for monitoring the
seosonol evolution of vegelotion dur-
ing the 1981-86 period in order to
estoblish relotionships between  such
dynomics ond weother  conditions
during the corresponding  periods.
Three vegetotion  dynomics ore under
invesligotion.
.  ossessment of roinfed crop pro-
duction in Sud-Sohelion Africo
.  ossessment  of environmenlol
degrodolion in the heodwoters  of
lhe Niger Bosin
r  evoluotion of tronsformqlions  tok-
ing ploce of the inlerfoce between
forest qnd sovonno  in the southern
porf of West Africo
JRC Supporl for Sociql Policy
Biologicol Monitoring  ond
Occupolionol Exposure
to Chemicols
In the series. Industriol Heolth ond
Sofely, o fourth volume wos issued
(EUR Report No. 'l'l '135 EN). lt conloins
five monogrophs:  ENDRIN, ALDRIN
&DIELDRIN, ARSENIC,  VANADIUM,
COBALT.
Renol insufficiencies ond troce
melols
Recenl studies suggest thot troce
metols (TM) could be responsible for
symptoms of uremio. Moreover,
neurologicol  disorder  con be coused
by oluminum  in uremic potients on
hemodiolysis. A recent EC resolufion
is qimed of limiling the risks of
oluminum exposure to potients.  The
objeclive of the work is fo study possi-
ble imbolonces of other trqce metols
in body fissues of uremic potients ond
their effect on heolfh impqct. in col-
loborotion with renol units of Euro-
peon hospifols.
JRC Supporl for lhe Common
Agriculture Policy
Sugor oddilion to wine
Two types of octivity con be men-
tioned:
.  Scientific experiise:  evoluotion of
the fechnicol ond reseorch  work
performed under controct by
some Europeon  loborotories  on
the deteclion  of sugor oddition to
wine (choptolizotion).
.  Loborqlory work: deteclion  ond
delerminotion of noturol contents
of glycerol, fructose ond glucose
or  qdded methonol ond
dielhylene glycol.
Scieniific support to the
monogement of infegrofed
plont protection
The objective of the work is the im-
provement of integroted plonl pro-
teclion qctivities through the
implemenfotion  of the DG Vl reseorch
progromme  for lhe period 1984-1988.
The octivities included the monoge-
ment of common octions under con-
trocl ond the orgonizotion  of severol
meetings,
Applicotion of remote sensing in
ogricullure
At the end of '1986 the Direclorote
Generol for Agriculture ond the
Stotislicol Office opproved the con-
clusions of on expert group which
sfrongly recommended  lo sfudy fur-
ther the opplicotions of remofe sens-
ing to ogriculturol  stotistics. The JRC
is responsible for fhe project. which is
described  on toble 6
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Table  6: 0utline  0f the Agriculture  Project
Action
1. Regional  inventories
(acreage)
2. Vegetation  conditions
and yield indicators
3. Models  of yield
prediction
Meth0d
Regression  estimate
Spatial or temporal comparison
oJ V.l. and TS (integraled
indexes)
. lmprovemenl of actual
agromet models
- better repres. of stations
- improving the data . Integration of satellite.  data
in agromet models
o Deriving agronomic
paramelers (ETR) . Direct relationship
Computer-assisted  photo-
interpretation
Integration of all available
resulls
Stratification-segmentation'
sample-surveys with farmers
. Using new sensors with the
preceding methods . GIS-experl systems
Geographic  Localization
5 selected administrative
regi0ns
Selected regions and sampling
of sites lor the tirsl two years
then all of Europe
Input
High resolution satellite
data
Low resolutions satellite
data (mainly AVHRR)
Low resolulion  satellite data
High resolution satellite
dala. Meteorological data
High resolution satellite
data
All data available
Satellite imagery to build
area frame
New satellite data
(microwave,  etc.)
New analysis  methods
(expert systems,  GlS, etc.)
Accuracy SlatemBnts
Precision  ol the regression
estimale
Comparison  with
conventional methods
Comparison  with
conventional methods.
Control on lhe 50 sites lor
annual crops and
complementary one lor
permanent crops
Assessment by spscific
sampling surveys  on the
50 sites
Economic  comparison
between methods
Accuracy statements ot
inventories
Comparison  of results  or
timeliness.
4. European  rapid
estimates o{ acreages
and potential yield
5. Advanced  agriculture
informalion system
6. Area lrame sampling
and associated  surveys
7. Long-term studies
JRC Support for
Environmenlol PolicY
The JRC hos set up the Europeon  In-
ventory of Commerciol  Chemicol
Subslonces  (EINECS).  which lists oll
chemicol  substqnces  put on the Euro-
oeon morket before October ',|98'l  .
This inventory is essentiol for the op-
plicotion of the sixth omendment to
the EEC Directive on dongerous
substonces  (EEC|67l548). A mojor
milestone wos reoched with the
publicotion  of the finol English version
of the inventory. In 4987, the mojor
ochievement  wos lhe opening of the
on-line version of thoi inventory, This
version, looded on lhe lspro moin
computer. is ovoiloble by telephone
line to the competent Commission ser-
vices ond the Member Stoies contoct
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Sampling ot some 50 sites
through  Europe
Sampling of some 50 sites
through Europe and selected
regions
Whenever it is needed, mainly
on 5 regions and 50 sites
points. Through EINECS on-line it is
possible to retrieve mony kinds of
dolo on the reported chemicols,
The Centrol Loborotory for Air Pollu-
tion, set up for the implemenlotion of
the EC 801779 directive on limits ond
guidelines for SO2 ond susPended
porticulotes, conlinued its mission wilh
the check of stotion instruments  in ltoly
ond Greece.
JRC Supporllor  Energy Policy
Energy Bus Progromme
JRC lspro collects ond disseminotes
technicql informotion ond provides
iechnicol odvice to the Community
Energy Bus Progromme.
Demonsf rof ion Projects
concerni ng photovoltoic
(PV) energy
The oclivities plonned tor 1987 in sup-
port to the monogement of the PV
demonslrotion  Progromme  hove
been corried oul os scheduled,  these
octiviiies include.
The monitoring  of sYstems: OPero-
lionol doto of severol Projects
were onolyzed:
The stimulotion  of the octiviiies of
the Europeon Working GrouP on
PV-Plont Monitoring.
The issuing of the PV Monitoring
Newsletter. This Newsletter  is on im-
oortont tool for the releose of infor-
motion concern in g demonstrotion
projects in the PV CommunitY.
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4. The proiotype of o portoble
monitoring  wos ossembled  ond
successfully tested.
ln oddiiion  to these octivities, pro-
gress reports on the ongoing Pro- jecfs were reviewed ond
ossistonce wos provided in the
selection  of new projects.
Sofeguords
This includes  two types of octivities, in
35 specific losks performed by fhree
JRC esloblishments:
'l . One cotegory of "conlinuous" oc-
tivifies for the Eurotom Sofeguord
Directorqte concerns ossistqnce  in
rodioprotection, the chemicol
onolysis of somples loken by in-
soectors ond the mointenonce of
JRC developed instrumenls,
During 4987 the JRC loborqtories
performed neorly 2000 onolyses of
the chemicol ond isotopic com-
position of nucleqr moleriols.  JRC
Geel continued to work on the
quolity control of sofeguords
onolysis performed in onolyticol
loborotories,
2. A second cotegory of specific oc-
tivilies, generolly limited in time,
concerns ihe field testing ond
colibrotion of instruments  supplied
fo the inspectorqte.  The following
results were obtqined:
.  Opticol Surveillonce ond
Monitoring  techniques.
An instrument  wos delivered to
the Sofeguords  Directorote  for
orchiving imoges of metol seols
on loser disc qnd for com-
puterised imoge recognition.
An outomotic system for
moniforing liquid level in twenty-
four plutonium nitrote storoge
fonks wos cold tested ol lspro
ond in o nucleqr focility,
r  Destructive Anolysis Techniques
Support wos provided lo in-
soeclors in four fuel fobricolion
plonts for performing deslruc-
tive onolysis of  uronium
somples, using moss sPec-
trometry ond potentiometry.
.  Non Destructive AnolYsis
Techniques
The following instruments  were
developed ond  mode
ovoiloble to the inspectors
on ossoy system for smoll
somples of  low-enriched
uronium powder ond Pellets,
bosed on fhe deloyed neutron
lechnique.
on instrument for the determino-
tion of plutonium in bulk quon-
tities, bosed on neulron
collerotion lechnique.
.  Doto Monogement ond
Evoluotion,
For eoch meosuring  instrument
developed for the InsPectorote,
interqctive  microProcessors or
personol comPulers  were
developed  wif h the oP-
propriote softwore for in-field
doto evoluotion  qnd Possible
heodouorters volidoiion.
Extensive theoreticol suPPort
wos given to the interPretotion
of dqtq obtoined  from neutron
detection instruments on o
voriety of  uronium ond
plutonium somples.
The tronsmission of encrYPted
occountoncy doto  vio
telephone line is being tested
belween lsPro ond Luxem-
bourg heodquorters.
Furthermore twelve troining
courses for insPectors were
orgonized,  mostly for oPPlicotion
of gommo spectroscoPY ond
neutron meosurements  of uronium
ond plutonium somples.
JRC Supporf lo
the Customs Union
Anolysis of imported goods
Two types of support ore furnished to
lhe Customs Union
4, Technicol  ossistonce for the im-
plementotion of EEC Regulotion
2340186 concerning  chemicol ond
biologicol subsfqnces.
2. ldentificolion of the chemicol ond
structurol composifion  of producls
for which fhis is unknown or not well
defined, ond for which it is ditficult
to opply o correct customs toriff'
lmport of scientific instrumenfs
Scientific support is given lo help
delerm ine whether imported scientif ic
ond technicql  inslrumenls  should be
duty{ree.
Technicol ossistonce hos been given
to fhe preporotion of coses under
review in the Court of Juslice.
B7Publicolions
In 4987 the JRC published 796 popers, Toble 7 gives fhe distribution  of these
publicofions omong reseorch progrommes
Table 7: Distribution of JRC publications  among research programmes
An evolution of these pubticotions during the 1984-4987 progromme  is iilu-
stroted in Fig. 4.
During 1987 , 12lspro  Courses were held, wilh o totol durofion of 59 doys, in
the following fields:
-  Engineering  ond moteriols  ,l course
-  Risk ond Reliobility Anolysis  3 courses
-  Environment  2 courses
-  Heolth Physics ond Rodioprotection 3 courses
-  Remofe Sensing  2 courses
-  Informotion Science  ,l course
courses ore commonly given in English with the exception of one course in
Heolfh Physics ond Rodioprotection which wos in ltolion.
Courses ore generolly orgonized of the lspro site with the exception  of
-  one of fhe courses in Heolth Physics ond Rodioprotection held in Modrid
in colloborotion with the Universidod  Tecnico de Modrid;
-  The course in Informotion science, held in Potrqs (GR) in colloborotion  wilh
the Technologicol ond Educotionol Insfitufe of potros.
lspro Courses
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Figure  A1: A categorised  evolution  of the JRC
publications  ( 1 984-1 987)
Ulilizqtion of resulls
The courses were ottended by o totol of 340 porticiponts from Member  Sto-
tes of lhe Europeon Community.  26trom other Stoles ond 63 from the JRC or
other services of lhe Commission.
The lectures were given by'l 35 lecturers from vorious orgonizotions  ond uni-
versities. reseorch institutes, ond industry of the Member Stoles of lhe Euro-
peon Community, ond by 34 stoff members  of the lspro Esloblishment  or other
services of the Commission.
A progromme to tronsfer scienlific results ochieved by the JRC to industry  is
being run in colloborotion with DG Xlll This is summorised  in Toble 8.
In 4 987 the JRC porticipoted in vorious exhibiiions in different counlries, inclu-
ding the United slotes. As ,,|987 wos proclomed the Yeor of the Environment.
the moin theme covered by lhe JRC exhibits wos environmeniol prolection
ond sofety. Innovotions in the field of informotics, morketoble results from the
development  of new sensors (Lidor fluorosensor, new oxygen sensors) toge-
iher with know-how in the opplicotion  of remote sensing techniques, doto bo-
ses ond orlificiol intelligence were qmong the exhibits. A list of the events in
which the JRC wos represented  with its own stond or os porl of the EC slond
is given in Toble 9.
A porticulorly lorge number of visilors ottended the JRC slond in spoin,
where the EC presented its R&D progrommes for the first time.
Exhibilions qnd Fqirs
9tANNEX  A
Table 8: Apolications of JRC research Results.  1987
Proiect Item Achievsment
MARK  13 A Process lor Flue Gas  Testing 0f electrolytic  cell elements for pilot  lmprovement of the oil fired burner system and desulphurisation  plant - 
possibility  ol introduction  of various  c-ell types
GAS conlrolled  Heat Pipe Furnace  Construction of a prototype  Production and lesting of a computerized  control
syslem
Integrated Flange Sealing System  Testing of the System  Verification  of tightness under diflerent conditions
ldentification  by measuring surface texture  lmprovemqnt o1 the identification syslem  Tests on various  kinds ol surface marks aller
mechanical and electrical  modification
Inlormatics (Dual Network)  Demonstralion  of the Dual Nelwofk  Exhibition in USA, Switzerland,  Berlin, France
Electro-erosion  lo produce complex shapes  lmprovement 0f commercial machine  Testing  of a series o{ improved commercial type
machines
Passive downward heat transport  Production 0t an Industrial Prototype  lmproved lhermal  insulation.  Conslruclion  0l a
prototype lor mountain regions
0xygen sensors  lmprovement and testing  of a new  Evaluation  of the precision and rapidity  0t the
nonstichiometric oxygen sensor  measuring electrode in poor oxygen atmosphere
Superplastic Stainless Steel  Development  of superplastic  stainless steels  lmprovement ol the experimental systems for the
evaluation of deformation of suoerolastic  Slainless
Steel
Absorption 0f Gases in Zeolites  Purification of gases  Testing the procedure by using test gases
Remote Handling  Testing ot sealing componenls  Verification ol tightness up to 10-9 Torr.
Antioxydants for plastics  Preparation  of the material  Purchase  of starting materials and solvents
Microinjection valve  Perf0rmance  evaluation of the piezo-electric Contract with outside lirm not yel expired
VAIVE
Table 9: JRC Participation in fairs and exhibitions during 1987
Exhibilion Date
1. Hannover Fair  Environmental Protection  (Atmospheric Pollution, 4-12 April
lspra, Mark 13A)
2. IPAF (lnt. Pollution  Abatement Fair)-  Environmental Protoction  Z-10 April
Birmingham
3. First W-orld  Supercomputer Exhibition-Santa  Inlormatlcs  (Dual Network)  3-8 May
Clara (California,  USA)
4. Grande Fiera d'Aprile - Milano  Saiety and Environmental Protection  1-8 April
5. IFAT-lnt. Trade Fair tor Waste Disposal  Environmental Protection  (Air Chemistry)  19-23 May
M unich
6. Flanders  Technology  - Ghent  Environmental Proteclion (lndoor  Air Pollulion, 11-17 May
ECDI N)
7. 5th Annual European  Fiber 0ptic  Intormatics (Dual Network)  1-5 June
Communications  And Local Area Network
Exhibitions - Basel
8. TECN0VA ' Madrid  Technologies  lor Safety and Prolection 0f the  14-20 September
Environment
9. A.l.T. - Parma  Remote sensing  29 seplember  - 2 0ctober
10. AFVALTECH '87 - Ultrecht  Environmental Protection  (Air Chemistry, ECDIN) 10-13 Novemoer
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Beom  line ot the Von de
Groof occelerotor serving  os
intensity - ond energY  -
vorioble neulron source
Close up of the Deteclion
chomber for helium induced
by neutron bombordment  ot
the Von de Groof occelerolor
Scotlering chomber for
Rulherford  Bockscottering
experiments of o beom line
of the 3,7 MV Von de Groof
occeleroTor.
Moss spectrometer with
supply-electronics  ond dolo
ocquisiiion  system
Generol view of the
preporotion unit for synthetic
uronium isotope mixtures
Experimeniol room for
treotmenl of reference
moteriols prepored in suppon
to BCR
High temperoiure  creep
testing of heot resisting
sleels
View of on induction  heoted
specimen  in o low cycle
fotigue  lest rig
Conosion testing in
simuloted industriol
environments
Pseudodynomic  lesting
of prejobricoted  building
using o reoction woll
SEI\4 bockscottered electron
imoge of Vickers hordness
indentotions  in on Fe-Cr-Mn
olloy; the light bonds ore f
mortensite
43 124  A bright field TEM imoge
of plonor  orroy of Portiol
dislocotions ofier 1O"/"
deformolion  ot 373 K
44 125  Aligning the PrototYpe
gloncing ongle x-roY
spectromeler  recently
constructed  in the Physics
Division ot lspro for surfoce
sludies of odvonced moteriols
45 126  Sconning  Eleclron Microgroph
of o sintered pellet of
YBo, Cu. 07, showing its
micrysfolline  structure
16 126  A deloil of lhe solid
electrolyte emf opporotus  for
work on smoll omounls of
rodiooctive  moleriol  or on
non-octive somples
47 127  A microgrophic  section of o
divertor Plole mode uP of
copper octing qs o heot sink
with o lungslen/Rhenium  olloy
ormour Produced  bY Plosmo
sproy cooling The imoge
shows the effects  of Plosmo
disruPtion
48 127  An exploded view of the
electron beom gun focility
('10 kW) used for simuloting
disruPtion  Phenomeno
currentlY under study os Port
of the Fusion  reseorch
progromme
49 128  Engineering  sludies of lhe
fusion reoctor  NET (Next
Europeon  TorusJ  by meons of
compuler  oided design
20 128  An exomple  of o comPuter
oided design illustroting,  in
this cose. the vessel of the
fusion reoctor JET (Joint
EuroPeon  TorusJ
24 129  A detoil of the device  for
testing  tensile  specimens in
Pb-171i  under inert
olmosphere  or vocuum
conditions
22 129  A testing  focility for thermol
fotigue ond lifeJime
evoluotion of the NET firsl woll;
lnterior of the vocuum
chomber  showing the heoting
elemenT
23 | 30  Reoctivity  experimenfs  with
the Pb-471i  olloY; the Pb-'171i
sproy under Pressure (4O
bors) ot 80OoC.  The olloY
shows o lower reoclivity thon
lithium
24 I 32  The Europeon ReliobiliiY
Dotq System IERDS)  collects
ond processes different types
of doto from obnormol
occurrences to full or Portiol
outoges of nucleor  Power
plonts in Europe
25 I 34  Non-Destructive Tesling  (NDT)
of sleel components  using
ultrosonic  techniques
26 I 34  Non-Destruclive  Testing of
steel components  using  high
energy X-roys,  conied out qs
o porl of o Round-Robin
exercise  to identifY flows in
reoctor structures
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27 | 35  Expertise  by deskuctive
exominofion of reoctor
slructures for lhe full
chorocterisotion of service
induced  defecis
28 136  Vessel nozzle corner
inspection using He-Ne loser
light techniques
29 136  Computer conlrolled  test rig
for fotigue  tests on 1/5 scole
models  of pressure vessels
30 / 37  The LOBI experimentol focility
used for integrol tests on loss
of coolont  occidents  in Light
Woler Reoctors
31 / 38  Moss lost out of ihe breok,
the flow rote ond the
upstreom void os meosured
in o LOBI 30o/" breok
experiment ond colCUloted
by the CATHARE  code
32 138  Coogulotion  of o woter
oerosol by on ultrosonic  field
33 / 39  FARO projectj  bock-up
test focility showing  lhe
rqdiotion furnoce which con
operole up to 3000oC
34 I 40  FARO  focility; checking  the
UO, level in fhe high
lemperoture  meltin g furnoce
ofter looding
35 / 40  FARO  focility; view of the
BLOKKER  test section used for
perforotion studies
36 | 41  Exominoiion  of the porticle
distribulion  on o debris bed
corried  oul os port of the
PAHR in-pile  tests
37 | 4\  An onolyticol  loborotory of
the study ond reseorch hot
loboroiory ot lspro showing
on oplicol microscope ond
on imoge onolysing system
38 | 42  Dynomic  testing  on o
reinforced concrele  beom
performed  in the Lorge
Dynomic  Test Focility  (LDTF)
39 I 42  Bioxiol  dynomic testing device
40 I 43  A view of lhe hot cells of the
ESSOR  complex. Three of the
cells hove been modified to
hosl rodiochemicol  focilities
for woste  monogement
studies
41 143  An inlernol view of one of the
hot cells occommodoting lhe
PETRA  plont neoring the
phose of mechonicol
component  instollotion,
Commissioning  of the plont
will slort in Moy  ,1988 ond
cold funciionol tesling will gel
under woy in September
,1988.
42 | 44  High sensitivity segmented  7-
sconner for determinotion  of
the Pu-isotope  composition
of woste borrels
43 | 44  The high etficiency He3
detector heod for
meosurement  of pu
contominoted  200 | woste
borrels by onolysis of the
detected  spontoneous  fission
neutron  pulse  troin
94
44 I 45  Loborotory simulotion
experiments  on geochemicol
migroiion  of rodionuclides
using groundwoiers  ond
geologicol moteriols typicol
of the differeni disposol
options considered
45 | 46  Surfoce  onolysis  system
employed  for the study of
rodiooctive  woste gloss ond
metol corrosion
46 | 47  Recoveroble "Soft Londer" for
deployment  on ihe floor of
fhe deep oceon. This
penelroting  device is
designed  to meosure in-situ
sedimenl properties
47 147  Column migroting
experimenlol  set-up in redox
controlled  glove box
employed  for lhe
meosuremeni of rodionuclide
mobilities in deep oceon
sediments
48 I 48  PHONID; o pholo-neutron
interrogotion device to
monitor plutonium ond
uronium bulk somples
employed in Europeon plonts
since 1974
49 | 48  PRE-PERLA  loborotory during o
troining course given to
EURATOM ond IAEA inspectors
50 | 49  An exploded view of ihe
future NDA bulk focility
presenily under reolisotion
ond due for completion
towords the end of ,1988
54 I 49  The computer  vision system
for reviewing imoges
obloined during oplicol
surveillonce.  The piclures ore
grobbed  by the TV comero,
processed by the computer
ond disployed  on the ry
monitor
52 | 50  A view of the focilities used
for preporing  fuel somples
53 / 51  An inslollolion for thermol
conduciivity  meosuremenls
on molten UO,
54 I 51  An inslollolion for vopour
pressure  meosurements  on
nucleor fuel somples up to
very high temperotures
t5000  K) by loser putse
heoting
55 / 53  Sofeguords Anolysis; detoil
showing o robot used for fuel
sompte preporolon
56 / 53  Sofeguords Anolysis; glove
box contoining  robots  for fuel
somple  preporotion
57 | 54  Inertiol  specirometer for
chorocterisotion  of nucleor
oerosols
58 | 54  A view of on q, p, ? cell of
the hot cell focilities  used for
non destructive onolysis in
the dissolution of spent fuel
somples
59 / 55  The preporotion  in glove box
conditions of octinide single
crysTots
60 / 56  The fociliiy for oplicol
meosurements  (obsorption
ond reflection) under very
high pressure condilions
64 | 57  An Argon  loser light for
fluorescence  meosuremenls
in determining  pressures in
high pressure cells
62 | 57  A detoil showing the delector
used for oplicol
meosurements under very
high pressure conditions
63 / 58  Visuol inspection of PV
modules  - the quolificotion
ond certificotion  of
Pv-modules comprises  vorious
occeleroted, ogeing lests. In
between  these  tests o
thorough  inspection  is
performed  in order lo
cvnlr rdtp nnqqihle  defects
which could limit the lifetime
under noturol exposure
64 | 59  A precision colibrolion
focility - o port of the
Europeon Solor Testing
Instollotion  (ESTI)
65 / 59  ESTI, An exomple  of on
horizonlol ond verticol loser
beom scon, The induced
cunent  is recorded ond the
resulting  imoge gives precise
informotion obout the internol
struclure  of o solor cell
66 I 60  A test focility for thermol
performonce  meosurements
of solor collectors, for
volidotion  of test methods
under development
67 | 60  4'1 different commerciol
Solor woter heoting  Systems
under tesi os port of on
octivity for the development
of o test procedure in
determining  the long term
thermol  performonce
68 161  The recently modified  Solor
Loborolory ol the lspro
estoblishment showing the
rorge new sunspoce
69 I 64  A closer view of the newly
buill sunspoce showing the
shoding  syslem on the
wtnoows
70 | 62  One of o group of possive
solor test cells which moke up
the extensive  tesl focility
instolled oi lhe lspro
estoblishment
7 4 I 62  An orroy of solor collectors
used for seosonol storoge
72 | 63  The drowing obove is on
exomple  of the grophic
output from SHADOW  PACK.
o 3-D modelling  pockoge.
developed ot lspro,  In this
cose il is being used to study
solor goins in some  of lhe
buildings  in lhe "Benchmork
Experiment"
73 163  The pie chorts show the
limited nofure of the ouditors'
recommendotions  for o
house.  ln oll, only 3 energy
sovtng meosures  were
recommended,  whilst  o whole
series of potentiolly cosi-
effective  meosures  were
compleled  neglecledJRC ANNUAL  REPORT 1987
74 | 64  Experimentol  sel-up for the
deierminotion  of corbonyl
comoounds  in molnslreom
(MS) ond sidesireom (SS)
cigoretle smoke.  A - sompling
lroin for MS smoke,
B - sompling troin for SS
smoke,  C - impinger  bottles,
D - constont flow Personol
PumPs, E-wotertrops,
F - bvooss  volve, G - bellows
pump. H-flow meter,
J - Plexigloss tube
75 | 65  LoborotorY  contoining
inorgonic  moss spectromeler
used for troce determinotion
ond isotoPic  meosuremenls
76 | 65  Environmentol  PothwoY  of
troce metols;  loborotory
leoching  experiments on fly
oshes bY rodiooctive  trocers
77 | 66  Teflon bogs used to study
photo chemicol reoctions of
bir Pollutonts  under simuloied
oimosPheric conditions
78 | 66  An interior view of the mobile
unit used for inJield onolYsis
of otmosPheric Pollutonts
79 I 66  A 450 | gos reoction
chomber instrumented  with
odvonced sPectroscopic
onolyticol  fociliiies (IR-FI
sDectrometer  lR-diode  Ioser
soectrometer, UV-VlS ossoY
sPectrometer),  used for
loborolorv  studies of night
time otmospheric  chemistry
80 | 67  A side view of the three
ontennos of the SODAR
expeliment  which meosures
verticol wind Profiles
81 | 67  The lspro Mork '13A Pilot
Ploni neor completion  oi the
SARAS  Refinery complex  in
Sordinio.  The Plont is
exPected to be operotionol  in
the lotter holf of 1988
82 I 68  Loser  diffroction flow
cvlometry for meosuring the
evoluotion  of the olgol
biomoss  in o fresh woier
ecosysrem
83 / 68  Two imoges of the
Pedicestrum  duPlex olgoe
o) os seen using conventionol
light microscopy
b) seen os o diffroction
"fingerPrint"  using
loser illuminotion
84 t 69  REM:  inlerrogotion of the doto
bonk,  in this cose, io obtoin
the meosurements  of ihe
rodiooctive  levels in oreos
of Fronce
85 I 70  Lond cover mop over Ine
Ardeche  region (F) obtoined
bY oulomotic clossif  icotion
86 t70  Rodiomeiric meosurements
mode over o sunflower  crop
bY meons of o rodiometer
with the some speclrol  bonds
os the Themotic MoPPer
Soiellite
87 t7 4  The AVHRR instrument corried
on boord the NOAA soielliles
Provides  regionol  views of
resource  distribution on o
neorlY doilY bosis  The imoge
shown  here is used to study
the seosonol develoPment  of
vegetotion  ond the role of
fires (red dots) os on ogenl
of environmento  I degrodotion
88 t 7 4  Anolysis of SPOT sotellite doto
in o multisloge sompling
scheme io study the role of
vegetotion  in the hydrology
of ihe UPPer Niger wotershed
of Guineo
89 t72  ARCHIMEDES  ll - o schemotic
indicotion  of the flight Polhs
over the test oreo giving
Position ond direction  of
oircroft  relotive to ihe oil spill
90 t72  ARCHIMEDES  ll - on oil sPill
described here os lineorly
scoled  coloured levels of
bock scottered  rodor signol
power  (SARSCAT)
9\ t73  A moP of chlorophyll
concentrotion  (mg/m3) of the
coostline focing the NoPles
horbour (l) The imoge  wos
derived  from TM doto of Nov
ll. '1987 ond o comporison
with contemPorory  in-situ
meosurements
92 173  A chlorophyll  concentrotion
mop of lhe north Adriolic
coostline of ltolY derived  from
CZCS doto. High chloroPhYll
concentrotions ore denoted
here in red wilh fhe lowest
concentrotions  in the
PredominontlY  blue oreo
93 174  Deployment of the
sPectrorodiometer  during on
exercise in the BoY of Noples,
ItolY
94 t74  Seo surfoce temperoture
moo, derived  from remole
sensing AVHRR doto, of the
northwest  Africon uPwelling
oreo for 3 June  '1987, ond
the mop ot the wind field for
the some doy Coostol
uPwelling chorocterised  bY
low woler temperotures,  is
coused bY the trode winds
Persistently blowin  g towords
the equotor
95 175  A remote sensing  simulofion
focility developed ot lhe Jl{u
lspro,  for remole sPeclrol ond
time chorocterisotion  of loser
induced  fluorescence
96 176  Ground doto being
collected ot the Feltwell  (UK)
Test Site for the AGRISCATT
ComPoign  Comprehensive
ond well documented  ground
doto ore esseniiol  for
signoture reseorch ond for
EURACS
97 176  An X-bond oirborne  synthetic
operiure rodor imoge
obquired wilh the French
VARAN-S  system for the
AGRISCATT  Compoign  The
imooe is of the
Obe-rpfoffenhofen  Tesi Site in
Germony  The DFVLR oirlield is
shown  in the centre of the
imoge
98 178  lsPro Risk Monogemenl
SuPPorl SYsfems [lRlMS);  on
exomPle of doto oufPul
describing  the rood network
in Europe ond generotion  of
different Poths from
Menningen to Poris. The
corgo tronsPorted is '100 tons
of c-hlorine whose HMCHEM
code con be seen in the left
toP corner of the mop
99 179  A smoll scole multiPhose  -
multicomPonenl fluid flow lest
locility  instolled ot the JRC
lsPro
4OO / 80  HFR Utilisotion - theoreticol
Percenfoge  HFR occuPolion
bosed  on o ioriff for lhe
Period  4986-4990
1O'1 / 84  View of some  of the
exPerimentol equiPmeni
situoted oround  the reoctor
Pool, in use for irrodiotions
in the HFR
1O2 t84  Detoil  from on Epithermol
neutrogroph  of mixed oxide
fuel Pins in the HFR
exPeriment  POTOM, indicotin g
melted fuel region
1O3 t 82  In-pile section of on ISOLDE
roiliotion device  for the HFR
Petten
4O4 t 84  A Percentoge  breokdown  of
the iotol JRC support to the
Communitv Policies
A1 t 94  A colegorised  evolution  of the
JRC PUblicotions  (1984-4987)
95AVHRR
BCR
BIPM
BRITE
CATHARE
CBNM
cosT
DRUFAN
EAC
ECDIN
ECU
ESARDA
ESSOR
ESTI
EURATOM
EUROTRAC
FARO
HFR
HTIV
IAEA
IRIMS
ISPRA MARK 13 A
KFK
LANDSAT
LMFBR
LOBI
LWR
MIRAGE
MOX
NDA
NEA
NOAA
NET
PAGIS
PAHR
PERLA
PETRA
PREPERLA
PISC
PSA
REIMEP
SCK/CEN
UKAEA
WHO
Advqnced  Very High Resolution  Rodiometer
Burequ Communqutoire de R6f6rence - Communitv  Bureou of
Reference
Bureou Internotionol  des Poids et Mesures
Boslc Reseorch in Industriol Technologies  in Europe
French Lorge System Thermohydroulic  code
Centrol Bureou  for Nucleor Meqsurement
Scientific qnd Technicol Cooperotion
Germon Lorge System Thermohydroulic  code
Europeon Accident  Code
Environmentol Chemicol Doto Informqtion  Network
Europeon Currency  Unit
Europeon Sofeguords  Reseqrch ond Development  Associotion
Experimentol reqctor (lspro) - no longer in operorion
Europeon Solor Test Instollqtion
Europeon Atomic Energy  Community
Europeon Experiment on Tronsport ond Tronsformotion of
Environmenlolly  Relevont Troce Constituents in rne
Troposphere  (EUREKA project)
Experimentol Focility for Fuel Melting
High Flux Reoctor (Petten  Estoblishment)
High Temperolure  Moteriqls
lnternotionol Atomic Energy Agency
lspro Risk Monogement  Support
Flue Gos Desulphurisotion  process developed of the JRC lspro
Kernforschungsonloge  Korlsruhe  (FRG)
Eqrth Observqtion  Sotellile  (USl
Liquid Metol Fost Breeder Reoctor
LWR off Normol  Behoviour Investigotion  (instollotion)
Light Woter Reoctor
Migrotion of Rodioisotopes  in the Geosphere
Mixed Oxide Fuels
Non Destructive Anolysis
Nucleor Energy Agency (of the OECD)
Notionol Oceonic  ond Atmospheric  Administrotion  (US)
Next Europeon Torus
Performonce  Assessment of Geologicol  lsolotion
Post Accident  Heot Removor
Performonce  ond Troining Loborotory (Nucleor  SofeguordsJ
Focility for Treotment of Rodiooctive Woste
First phose of Perlo Loborqrorv
Progromme for Inspeclion  of Steel Components
Probobilistic  Sofety  Anotysis
Regulor Europeon  Interloborotory  Meosurement  Evolution
Progromme
Studiecentrum  Kernenergie/Centre  d,6tudes nucl6oires
United Kingdom Atomic Energy  Authority
World Heolih Orgonizotion
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